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SAMPLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER NINE

NEPTUNE: THE COLLECTIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS AND UNCONSCIOUS
Introduction

W

e have come a long way now in our development and understanding of
the archetypes of Neptune, Pisces, and the 12th House. What I want to
do now is to share with you a very important part of these archetypes,
which, to me, has been severely underdeveloped in the world of astrology in general.
These archetypes concern the collective unconscious, and the collective
consciousness.
We have now correlated Neptune, the 12th House, and Pisces to the consciousness
of the Soul in general, and the nature of the consciousness within any given individual
Soul. If we remember that consciousness always assumes and manifests relative to
the nature of the form that it exists within, then we can understand that the totality
of all the dynamics existent in any given Soul determines the ‘form’ through which
its consciousness will manifest. Within this state of consciousness, we must also
apply the effect of the collective unconsciousness, Neptune, the 12th House, and
Pisces upon the current state of consciousness for any Soul. The collective
unconscious correlates to the TOTALITY OF THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE
HUMAN ORGANISM TO DATE: THE CURRENT MOMENT. At the same
time, we need to apply the effects of the collective consciousness to the individual
state of Soul consciousness in such a way as to understand how the effects of
collective consciousness shapes and defines the individual state of consciousness.
The collective consciousness simply means the TOTALITY OF ALL HUMAN’S
EVENTS THAT ARE TAKING PLACE AT ANY POINT IN TIME TO EACH
INDIVIDUAL.
Within the consciousness of the human organism is an awareness of the totality, the
immensity, of the Manifest Creation: of something much larger than any one part of
that Manifest Creation. This awareness, of course, is the causative factor, the
determinant, for human consciousness to understand in some way exactly the cause
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of that Manifest Creation. This need to understand this cause then becomes the
determinant of creating some kind of cosmology that can explain it. As a result,
whatever the agreed upon cause is of that Manifest Creation, at any point in time in
the human evolutionary journey, conditions the nature of the individual Soul
consciousness.
This agreed upon, collective, cosmology thus becomes the CORE STRUCTURE
OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS AT ANY
POINT IN TIME. This core structure, in turn, thus conditions every other dynamic
within the totality of the collective and individual Soul consciousness itself: its
emotions, its mental structures, and its sexuality. Thus, the inner relationship of the
collective and individual Soul to whatever the Source of the Manifest Creation is as
reflected in the specific cosmologies of any group of humans at any point in time
AND PLACE. Thus, however, the collective and individual consciousness of the
Soul DEFINES the Source of the Manifest Creation, and is exactly how that Source
will be experienced. From the point of view of Natural Laws that were set in motion
by the Source Of All Things, it of course is entirely possible for consciousness of
each individual Soul to be in some kind or form of ‘communion’ with its own Source.
This communion or desire to KNOW the very origin of all things, the origin of the
Soul itself, is intrinsic to the consciousness of the Soul. This desire to know is not
dependent on any external source for that knowing. This desire to know, the actual
natural truth of the Creation, can be known by any Soul by way of the Natural Laws
that allow it to do so. Those natural laws start with the natural law of the breath. The
inhaling and exhaling breaths correlate to the natural laws of cause and effect, thus
the natural law of duality. This natural law thus correlates to thought and counterthought, of the ongoing manifestation of phenomenal reality that is rooted in this
natural law of cause and effect. Yet, this inhaling and exhaling breath can also be
suspended: a state of breathlessness. In this natural state of breathlessness, the
consciousness of the Soul is thus temporally free from the natural law of duality. In
this natural breathless state, the consciousness of the Soul expands from within itself
allowing it to perceive the very nature of the manifested Creation by way of all the
natural laws that are responsible for it. Consciousness can inwardly expand to the
point of being able to perceive the actual manifestation of the manifest and the unmanifest from which that manifests.
All Souls, by birthright, have this natural capacity: IT IS ‘HARD WIRED’ IN THE
SOUL BY ITS CREATOR. And what is perceived in this naturally breathless state
is identical to all Souls who are able to arrive at such a state. In essence, a universal
truth that is not dependent on any invented cosmology by humans that is agreed
upon to be true when, in actual reality, it is not.
These invented cosmologies began when the human organism shifted from nomadic
ways of living to settled communalities in which foraging in order to survive was
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progressively replaced by growing crops and raising animals for clothing and food.
The very first ‘conception’ for what we now call God began exactly at that time.
Before then humans lived in accordance with Natural Laws which they were
dependent upon for their very existence. Their world was one of nature spirits of all
sorts that did not have a perceived Source or cause.
The South Node of Neptune being in Aquarius for all humans on the planet today
directly correlates with the time in which humans began to live in farming type
communities, of when cosmologies were invented to explain the nature of
phenomenal reality. The concept of ‘God’ began that progressively was defined by
humans in all kinds of ways that had nothing to do with the ACTUAL Source Of All
Things.
So we can see by way of the South Node being in Aquarius how the collective
conscious/unconsciousness from that time until now has affected the individual
consciousness of each Soul by way of the various man-made religions and
cosmologies that have defined ‘God’ in all the ways that it has been. One of the
archetypes that Aquarius correlates to is one of PROJECTION. This of course is a
reflection of the fact that the Manifest Creation itself is a projection from the Source
Of All Things. Thus, the consciousness the Soul projects its desire for understanding
and ultimate meaning upon the phenomenal nature of the Creation. Such projections
are the basis of what philosophies and religions from the East called Maya or illusion:
life is nothing but a dream. Relative to the fact that the human life form is a social
form of life this then is the determinant of needing a consensus in order to bind the
whole together in a state of security which is the basis of ‘collective agreement’ about
what ‘reality’ is and is not. So it then becomes totally possible for the human life form
to create a reality based on projections that has nothing to do with actual or ultimate
reality.
The bottom line in this is that any invented religion and cosmology that is not
NATURALLY TRUE has caused all kinds of traumas, Aquarius, to the collective
and individual Souls that has been brought forwards since that time until now. As
we all know, religion has been one of the primary causes of wars between peoples in
which one religion attempts to dominate/eliminate any other religion that it feels
threatened by. And, of course, this is always justified, rationalized, because each
religion is the ‘right’ religion, the ‘right’ God. Thus, we have the whole extermination
of people, genocides, terrorism, car bombs, human sacrifices to the avenging God,
‘witch’ burnings, torture, etc., etc., in ‘the name of God.’ And each group, Aquarius,
Uranus, the 11th House within the totality of humanity has their own race, or their
own version of ‘god,’ of their own religions/cosmologies, that is USED AGAINST
any other group of people or race as a weapon to punish, eliminate, control, or
dominate because that version of god and the religion/cosmology that follows that
is the RIGHT ONE.
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With the North Node of Neptune being in Leo for all Souls, we can see how the idea
of ‘god,’ the creator, is at the heart of all of Creation: Leo. We can also see how each
of these invented religions and gods is the ‘right’ one and all others wrong. We can
now understand the root of all religions: “God created man in its own image.” We
can now see how so many Souls use the language of God to justify that which they
do: ‘In the name of God.’ And we can see, because of this, just how illusory this is,
illusions that are considered to be ‘real.’ We can also see, however, how the core
desire in all Souls to know that which has Created them is also true. So the issue then
becomes to inwardly KNOW the real and actual nature of what humans call God,
and the true Source Of All Things, versus all the invented/projected religions,
cosmologies, and ‘gods’ that have nothing to do with the true nature of the Creator
and what It has created. And we can know which Souls actually represent in some
way the actual nature of the natural truths, of the Natural Laws, and of the real and
Natural Source Of All Things.
So focusing on an individual birth chart, we can see where and how the impact/effect
of the collective unconscious on any given Soul by way of the placement of the South
Node of Neptune by house, with its ruler, Uranus, also by house, sign, and the
aspects to it. Inherent to the Aquarius archetype is the desire to individuate from and
within all other human beings in general, the very nature of the society that the Soul
is born into, and the immediate peer group that it belongs to. Thus, the impact of all
of these groups, and the collective unconscious ignite this desire to individuate. The
South Node of Neptune by house, the location of its planetary ruler by its own house,
sign, and aspects to it correlate to how this was done in the lives leading to the current
life.
The natal location of the current life Neptune by house, sign, and aspects to it
correlate to how the collective unconscious impacts on the individual’s Soul
consciousness in such a way as to stimulate and ignite the desire to individuate from
it, and, in turn, how this will impact on the current state of the collective
consciousness.
And the North Node of Neptune by its own house, and the aspects to it, correlate
to how the Soul will actualize, give purpose to, and integrate both the current life
Neptune relative to its past which is, again, symbolized by the South Node of
Neptune.
Questions and Answers
(Q) I am not sure I am getting exactly how this works. Do you think you could give
a short example of how to work on this?
(A) Here is a simple example that hopefully will help in understanding how to apply
the archetypes that we are discussing:
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So let’s put the South Node of Neptune that is in Aquarius in the 3rd House, its ruler
Uranus in Gemini in the 8th House, the natal Neptune in Libra in the 11th House,
and the Leo North Node of Neptune in the 9th with its ruler, the Sun, in Sagittarius
in the 2nd House. The evolutionary stage will be 2nd Individuated.
Here we can see that this Soul has been progressively rebelling against all the ideas,
and the opinions they generate, of the collective consciousness/unconscious in order
to individuate itself by way of desiring to know that which can actually be known by
way of various ways of personal investigation: this is the relationship between the
3rd and the 8th House in our example.
The desire of the Soul has been to orientate to knowledge that can be proven by way
of these personal investigations: 8th House. Coming into the current life with the
Neptune in the 11th House, in this evolutionary context, the Soul is inwardly feeling
like an outsider relative to the social milieu, and its various groupings of people within
the total context of humanity itself. It feels itself to be an outsider because of all the
ideas/opinions that most consider or cherish to be true. From the inner perch of
being an outsider, the Soul is then observing how whole groupings of people are
organized relative to what and how they think. The ongoing effect of the collective
unconscious/consciousness continues to be used by this Soul by way of rebelling
against any ideas/opinions that cannot be directly provable by way of personal
investigations.
This Soul will only form relationships, Neptune in Libra, within the context of the
country that it is born into to others who also feel radically different than the
consensus, others who are standing on the outskirts of society, others who question
everything, others who demand some kind of proof of what is actually real versus
that which is simply belief that is considered to be real.
With the North Node of Neptune in the 9th House, and ruled by a Sagittarius Sun
in the 2nd, the Soul is beginning to desire to understand, just beginning because of
the 2nd stage individuated, the Natural Laws that are responsible for Creation itself.
Within these symbols, the Soul will progressively be shifting its consciousness from
a left-brain orientation to phenomenal reality to the right-brain. From the liner to the
nonlinear. In essence, to begin the process of conceptual understanding of the whole
versus a linear approach that builds the whole in that way.
In this way, the Soul is evolving from a consciousness of total rebellion of all ideas –
this is not real, this is bullshit, this a lie, and so on – to a consciousness that is just
beginning to replace that existing orientation to one wherein it desires to know that
which can actually be known via proof relative to an understanding of the conceptual
whole of Creation by way of the Natural Laws that are the very structure of that
Creation.
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This evolution of the Soul’s consciousness is thus changing its own inner relationship
to itself: the Sagittarius Sun in the 2nd House. In so changing its inner relationship
to itself, it is simultaneously changing its own inner magnetism, its own inner
vibration that in turn will change the Soul’s relationships to others in general, those
in its life specifically, and, finally, to the Soul’s relationship with the collective itself:
the world in which it lives.
As the Soul evolves in this way it will, as a next evolutionary step, desire to help
others understand that which itself has come to understand about the nature of what
is true, and what is not, what is real, and what is not. This will at first manifest in very
limited ways by way of its personal relationships that will finally evolve into being
able to actualize sociological roles, Neptune in the 11th House, the evolution of the
South Node of Neptune being in Aquarius, in which the Soul, by way of those roles,
will progressively help increasing numbers of people to understand the actual truths
of themselves, the truths of humans beings, of how and why societies form and
organize in the ways that they do.
Relative to the evolutionary stage of development, as the Soul begins to move into
the 3rd individuated, the Soul will naturally desire to be able to ‘teach’ this in one way
or another: the North Node of Neptune in the 9th relative to its ruler the Sun being
in Sagittarius. The vehicle of teaching will thus serve the Soul’s desire and need to
reintegrate itself progressively into the world in general, and its country of origin
specifically. In this way, that which the Soul teaches will impact on the very nature
of the collective consciousness.
Tying this together with another archetype that we have discussed in our thread, this
Soul could be receiving, and thus inwardly hearing, the ‘whispers’ for what we call
God that is encouraging the Soul to do just that.
Much more could be said relative to these symbols, i.e. a series of prior lifetimes in
which the Soul itself has been attacked and persecuted for its own individual/unique
ideas that challenged the existing consensus and thus their security, others who have
been attacked or punished in some way for the same reasons, but I am trying to
purposefully keep it simple so that, hopefully, we can all understand how to apply
the archetypes of what we have been discussing in our last segment. If it doesn’t, or
you or others need another example, or have questions about the example used here,
just ask.
(Q) I am thinking about Neptune in relation to Darwin and the collective
unconscious/conscious. I feel like as far as a symbol of what sort of collective
unconscious and collective conscious was impacting Darwin at the time, I at least
have some solid ideas already. What I am not sure I am clearly understanding or not
is how Saturn is functioning as a filter to his awareness of the collective unconscious
and conscious since it is in a close balsamic conjunction to Neptune (then it is also
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in square to the Pisces Pluto-Mercury-Ceres). Does it mean that both the collective
unconscious and conscious could flood the structure of his consciousness at times
and at least on a subconscious level he would have access to the information he could
perceive and communicate?

DARWIN

(A) Yes, and by any consciousness of any Soul, including Darwin, that ‘flooding’
into the individual consciousness of a Soul creates a natural physiological reaction to
this that, in turn, affects the natural individuation process that exists in all Souls. In
essence, that physiological reaction affects the overall proportions of the physiology
of the brain in such a way as to ‘individualize’ the brain of any given Soul. This natural
process of any Soul’s desire to individuate from the collective of all Souls then reflects
the individual ongoing evolutionary journey of each Soul. The individual
evolutionary journey of any given Soul becomes the DETERMINANT of how that
individual Soul is thus ORIENTATED to the collective unconscious/
consciousness.
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(Q) One point about the collective conscious for example, I feel with the SaturnNeptune he was very tuned into it, as the example that Wallace was working on the
exact same idea at the same time attests. Or would it be more of a filter, blocking his
conscious access to collective unconscious memories and perceptions to a large
extent more so than allowing a large amount of the collective to filter through?
(A) The filter, as you put it, of his Saturn/Neptune conjunction operates in such a
way that his Soul unconsciously ‘tuned into’ the parts of the collective unconscious
that was/is linked to the desire in all humans to understand their origins: Saturn/
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 12th House that is then squaring all those Pisces planets
in his 3rd including the very nature of his own Soul structure. With his Soul structure
thus attuned, this then set in motion the physiological reactions within his brain that
allowed him to individuate in exactly the way that he did. And, in so doing, affect the
ongoing understanding of all humans relative to their origins: his effect upon the
existing nature of the collective consciousness of that time which has been
progressively receding into the collective unconscious as the collective consciousness
accepts the truths he realized relative to the natural laws of evolution for all forms of
life.
(Q) I get the idea that Saturn is involved with his internal criticism, and no doubt
the “psycho-pathological masochism” aspect of his Neptune archetype. Or, is it the
idea that all of this is happening at the same time?
(A) It is all happening at the same time within his Soul.
(Q) I feel I would like to understand and apply the collective unconscious/
consciousness dimension of the Neptune archetype. If it is ok, I’m briefly posting
what I’ve done to date, so I can ask if it is on the right track.
(A) Sure, go ahead.
(Q) With Neptune in the 12th House Sagittarius, this reflects the natural unity
within consciousness, and within the collective unconscious, experienced in natural
times before patriarchy – Saturn conjunct – of the whole of Nature and the Manifest
Creation. Thus, there is a theme of ‘Paradise lost’ because of Neptune’s South Node
ruler being Uranus in Scorpio in the 11th House, this Uranus ruling the 3rd House
which contains all the Pisces intercepted and Pluto, this reflecting various types of
traumas of an individual and collective nature, leading to a questioning about the
underlying natural laws which are the basis of such collective experiences; within this,
a questioning about the nature of ‘evil,’ not necessarily evil only in a metaphysical or
proper sense, but also the questioning about how that which does not work, that
which falls, fails, breaks down, or dies, as a part of a ‘fallen’ Nature is contemplated
and is a part within a larger scheme.
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With the South Node of Neptune in the 2nd House conjunct Chiron and Uranus in
Scorpio in the 11th House, types of collective traumas include episodes of extinction
of large groups or humanity in general. Thus, the questioning being also triggered by
the survival instinct. With Uranus being in the 11th House Scorpio, relative to
Neptune in the 12th House, and Pisces intercepted within the 3rd House, this
questioning has led to ways on understanding based on duality, or in a fragmentation
of forces interacting within Creation, in various ways along many lifetimes. Thus,
different dualistic cosmologies, as cosmologies in which Creation is not created by
God, but by some ‘fallen’ god or demiurge.
Also, there is a dual orientation and response to the collective unconscious/
consciousness dimensions, because on one side there is a permeating orientation to
unite with these contents – Neptune 12th House, all the Pisces – and also a need to
detach and individuate from these same contents – Uranus 11th House, Aquarius on
the 3rd House cusp – in order to understand objectively what the underlying Natural
laws are, in contrast with beliefs and invented cosmologies about the nature of
Creation, the nature of those forces, etc.
Both dual orientations are based at their core on desires to know the origin of
everything, either directly, or through formalization and creation of explanations and
systems that give account of the known. This last aspect has also been connected
with desires to ‘unite’ with social forms and structures, social contexts in which
teachings about Nature were very attuned to actual reality or made ultimate sense to
Darwin’s Soul.
The duality has also been a source of intense polarization of forces within those
cosmologies his Soul has gravitated to in the past, and from which the Soul has
needed to individuate. This individuation would then lead into a form of Pantheism,
in which, through the intuition of Spirit within matter, matter is recovered in some
ways.
The intention in place with Neptune in Sagittarius within the 12th House and Pluto
and the Pisces planets within the 3rd House, would be to know and realize exactly
what is true and what is not true, in how Nature works, and to dissolve prior beliefs,
assumptions and opinions which permeate the collective unconscious/
consciousness and which have been adhered to in the Soul’s past.
Within the conflict between desires to unite with and osmose belief systems which
explain the nature of things, and the desires to detach and liberate from these systems
in order to have direct experience, the intention – however conditioned by other
desires in the birth chart as we have seen – would be based on desires to find
shortcuts, to get to know quicker, by recurring to the pre-existing knowledge forms,
knowledge put together by others within the collective, in order to test these
knowledge forms through intellectual experimentation, with the risk however of
confusion or over-identification with knowledge which is not actual knowledge.
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(A) Yes, you are very much on the right understanding and approach relative to
the relationship of Darwin’s Soul to the collective unconsciousness/consciousness
and his own individuation from it. His individuation from it, over many, many
lifetimes, finally led to the life of his Soul being Darwin who then radically altered,
Uranus the ruler of his South Node of Neptune being in Scorpio in the 11th, how
the human species understood their own origins relative to the Natural Law of
evolution. Thus, this one singular Soul affecting the very nature of the collective
consciousness, his North Node of Neptune being in Leo in the 9th which is ruled by
his Aquarius Sun in the 2nd, in such a way that the understandings that he taught the
human organism through his ‘radical’ book called The Origin of Species will stand for
all time.
(Q) I wonder if the ‘flood’ of the contents of the collective unconscious/
consciousness occur at a physiological level by an increased release of oxytocin, like
an oxytocin rush?
Oxytocin is considered to be connected with social bonding, and social defense. Also,
“there is some evidence that oxytocin promotes ethnocentric behavior, incorporating
the trust and empathy of in-groups with their suspicion and rejection of outsiders”
(Wikipedia). The collective unconscious has divisions in it that correspond to the
collective unconscious of the race, the country, or the tribe. It seems like these types
of group-identification, i.e. “this is my tribe, and ‘we’ are different from that other
tribe” existed/exists in natural humans under natural law. Thus, it looks like a natural
function of oxytocin would be promoting identification and bonding with one’s own
group? Thus oxytocin would be directly involved in individuation, i.e. becoming a
minority through association with a more defined group as compared with a larger
group, in order to progressively become a group of one. Both dynamics involved, i.e.
bonding with a smaller group and differentiating from a larger group, seem to be
dependent on oxytocin.
(A) The collective unconscious/consciousness includes the totality of all humanity.
Of course, within that, there are all kinds of groupings of humans by race, geography,
time/place, and so on. Each of these has their own histories, as do all existing groups
of humans in every possible way humans can group themselves sociologically.
Oxytocin is one of the physiological substances that correlates with this in terms of
the Soul/ego identifying with specific groups that they are born into, and reflect the
heritage of whatever group. This is much more about a sociological/identity function
than one of orientating the Soul to the totality of the collective consciousness/
unconsciousness. Melatonin, a hormone, has much more to do with this than
oxytocin. Oxytocin would more specifically correlate with Uranus because of this
whereas melatonin specifically correlates with Neptune.
All of this goes into the collective consciousness/unconsciousness that any Soul lives
within, at any point in time. Each Soul has a natural individuation desire relative to
the totality of humanity, and the totality of whatever specific group of humans it is
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born into. That desire is universal in all humans: it is a Natural Law. That desire also
reflects the ongoing evolutionary progression of any Soul with its own history leading
to whatever current life.
When that interfaces with the collective consciousness/unconscious this naturally
affects and determines the total physiological response within the brain in such a way
as to orientate that brain, and the Soul consciousness with it, to the collective in
general, and its specific groups of humans that it has chosen to be born into
specifically. Thus orientated, the Soul individuates from that in such a way as to
progress on its own intended evolutionary journey that then, of itself, affects the
collective consciousness in some way. For most, that is quite minimal on an
individual level yet each individual does add to the whole. In rare cases, like Darwin,
that individuation process then affects and reflects how, at times, any one Soul can
have such a revolutionary effect on collective consciousness so that the collective
itself can evolve.

EXAMPLE CHART A
Neptune: The Collective Consciousness and Unconscious
Edgar Cayce

by Cat

Edgar Cayce

The term “collective unconscious” was coined by Carl Jung in order to distinguish
this part of the mind from the personal unconscious, or subconscious mind. The
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collective unconscious is also known as the universal unconscious. It contains all
knowledge since the beginning of time, including every thought, idea, feeling, deed,
intention, desire, event or experience that has ever occurred at any time in the history
of creation. The collective unconscious is also known by other names including the
Akashic Records, or The Book of Life. Each and every Soul has its own personal book
or record, which is but a page in the larger book, which contains them all, the
collective unconscious.
(1) Natal Location of Current Life Neptune by House, Sign, and
Aspects

This correlates to how the collective unconscious impacts on the individual’s Soul
consciousness in such a way as to stimulate and ignite the desire to individuate from
it, and, in turn, how this will impact on the current state of the collective
consciousness.


Neptune conjunct the Moon in Taurus and Chiron in Aries in the 9th House



Neptune semi-square Venus in Pisces in the 7th House



Neptune trine Mars and Jupiter in Capricorn in the 5th House

Edgar Cayce was one of the world’s best-known psychics (Moon/Neptune). He was
also a medium and a channel. Cayce spent 43 years of his adult life accessing the
Akashic Records of individual Souls and those of the world in general. Cayce claimed
there were two sources of information from which he derived the information given
in his readings. The first was the subconscious mind of the individual and the second
was the Akashic Records, or collective unconscious. I believe that Edgar Cayce was
3rd Stage Spiritual.
With Neptune conjunct Chiron in Aries in the 9th House semi-square Saturn in
Pisces in the 7th House, Cayce had the ability to tune into the physical bodies of
other people and accurately diagnose their medical symptoms. He was also able to
prescribe remedies to cure their ailments. When beginning a reading for an individual,
Cayce would begin by saying, “We have before us the records of the entity now
known or called _______.” He would describe the individual’s state in complex
biological and medical terms that he could neither remember nor comprehend upon
awakening from his trance.
In addition to these individual readings, Cayce also brought back information about
the nature of reality. He answered questions about health, illness, astrology,
reincarnation, karma, war, ancient civilizations, the Bible, the life of Jesus and his
previous incarnations, as well as many other topics.
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CAYCE

In Reading 294-19 Report File from A.R.E. (Association for Research and
Enlightenment, Inc.), Cayce describes what it was like when he journeyed beyond his
own subconscious mind and into the realm of the collective unconscious:
I see myself as a tiny dot out of my physical body, which lies inert
before me. I find myself oppressed by darkness and there is a feeling
of terrific loneliness. Suddenly, I am conscious of a white beam of
light. As this tiny dot, I move upward following the light, knowing
that I must follow it or be lost.
As I move along this path of light I gradually become conscious of
various levels upon which there is movement. Upon the first levels
there are vague, horrible shapes, grotesque forms such as one sees in
nightmares. Passing on, there begin to appear on either side
misshapen forms of human beings with some part of the body
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magnified. Again there is change and I become conscious of grayhooded forms moving downward. Gradually, these become lighter
in color. Then the direction changes and these forms move upward
and the color of the robes grows rapidly lighter.
Next, there begin to appear on either side vague outlines of houses,
walls, trees, etc., but everything is motionless. As I pass on, there is
more light and movement in what appear to be normal cities and
towns. With the growth of movement I become conscious of
sounds, at first indistinct rumblings, then music, laughter, and
singing of birds. There is more and more light, the colors become
very beautiful, and there is the sound of wonderful music. The
houses are left behind, ahead there is only a blending of sound and
color. Quite suddenly I come upon a hall of records. It is a hall
without walls, without ceiling, but I am conscious of seeing an old
man who hands me a large book, a record of the individual for whom
I seek information.
With his Sun, Venus, Saturn, and Mercury in Pisces, ruled by Neptune conjunct the
Moon in Taurus and Chiron in Aries in the 9th House, and Pluto sextile the Sun and
quintile Mercury and Saturn in Pisces in the 7th house, Cayce’s other worldly
journeys and power of creative visualization made a huge impact upon others for
generations to come. This in turn had a huge impact upon the collective unconscious.
While tuned into the collective unconscious, Cayce learned a new interpretation of
the Bible. According to Cayce, the Bible is the symbolic account of the fall and
restoration of the human Soul to its divine origins. Genesis is a symbolic story
describing humanity’s fall from heaven and paradise, while Revelations is the
symbolic story of humanity’s restoration to heaven and paradise.
Cayce was also introduced to a new way of understanding the relationship between
God and humanity, relative to the cultural religious beliefs of his day and age. He
learned, and shared, that human beings have three levels of awareness: the conscious
mind, the subconscious mind and the super-conscious mind. He revealed that an
important goal in everyone’s life should be to awaken the super-conscious mind
within themselves and attain at-one-ment with God. This super-conscious mind
being the collective unconscious, which is also known as the Universal Mind, Christ
Consciousness, Buddha Consciousness, Brahman, God, Allah, the Higher Self, so on
and so forth.
As we have seen, with his Neptune in Taurus in the 9th House, Edgar Cayce was
able to journey to other realms within the collective unconscious. What he learned
here, he brought back to “earth” and by sharing this information with others, he had
a huge impact upon that very same collective unconscious.
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Note that with his Moon in Taurus in the 9th House, religion played a large role in
Cayce’s life. Cayce was a fundamentalist Christian who was raised on strict 19th
century Bible tradition and taught Sunday School for many years. With his 9th House
Moon square Uranus in Leo in the 1st House, he is said to have suffered a great deal
of mental and emotional shock when he discovered that the subconscious
information he passed along to others while in a trance “declared the ancient mystic
religions to be true and acclaimed Jesus as their crowning glory.”
According to Kevin Williams:
. . . the body of work that Cayce presented to others while in a state
of trance can be described as “a ‘Christianized’ version of the
mystery religions of ancient Egypt, Chaldea, Persia, India, and
Greece. It fits Christ into the mystical tradition of one God for all
people, and places Christ in his proper place, at the apex of the
philosophical structure – the capstone of the pyramid.”
Edgar Cayce only had a 7th grade education and a fundamentalist
Christian upbringing. He knew nothing of the subjects he spoke of
while in a trace. It is said that he spoke at length about Christian
Gnosticism. The Gnostic writings that are available today were not
discovered until well after Cayce’s death.
Cayce affirmed that Christian Gnosticism is the type of Christianity
that was taught by Jesus. Much of the information from Cayce has
solved some of the greatest mysteries of humanity, some of which
were later validated after the discoveries of the Dead Sea Scrolls and
the early Christian writings discovered in Egypt.
Again, with Uranus square his 9th House Taurus Moon, discovering that this type of
knowledge was coming from within himself, was a shocking and traumatic
experience for Cayce. In addition, while in a state of trance, he focused on issues
such as the evolution of man, reincarnation, past civilizations, as well as predictions
of future events. This was all quite stressful for a fundamentalist Christian to
acknowledge as true and accurate.
(2) Where and How the Collective Unconscious has Impacted or
Affected a Soul

Inherent to the Aquarius archetype is the desire to individuate from
and within all other human beings in general, the very nature of the
society that the Soul is born into, and the immediate peer group that
it belongs to. Thus, the impact of all of these groups, and the
collective unconscious ignite this desire to individuate. The South
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Node of Neptune by house, the location of its planetary ruler by its
own house, sign, and aspects to it correlate how this was done in the
lives leading to the current life. (Rad)


South Node of Neptune is 12 degrees Aquarius in the 6th House ruled by Uranus
Rx in Leo in the 1st House



Uranus is bi-quintile the Sun in Pisces in the 8th House, square the Moon in
Taurus in the 9th House and square Pluto in Taurus in the 10th House

With Uranus Rx in Leo in the 1st House square his Moon in Taurus in the 9th House,
which is conjunct Neptune, Edgar Cayce was able to “remember” several of his own
past life identities by accessing the Akashic Records or collective unconscious. These
past life memories (Uranus) of his various past life identities (1st House) reveal that
he was King Asapha, Ra Ta (the messenger angel at Sodom), Uhjltd, Xenon,
Pythagoras, Armitidides, Lucius of Cyrene, Arawak (an Indian), John Bainbridge I,
John Bainbridge II, and Ralph Dahl (Civil War Soldier). Due to his ability to access
the collective unconscious, Cayce was able to share quite a bit of information about
his experiences as each of these past life egos.
Like everyone, these past life characters were affected by the collective unconscious,
and in turn contributed additional information and memories to the collective
unconscious as well.
With the South Node of Neptune at 12 degrees Aquarius in the 6th House, the
collective past life ego of Cayce has been focused on serving others and on issues
related to health, hygiene and care of the body. The Soul has desired that its past life
egos be different, or unique, from others who were also healers or who served others
via the healing arts as well. With the South Node ruler Uranus falling in Leo in the
1st House, Cayce’s past life personas, or identities were unique and different from
others in the societies and cultures he was part of (Uranus in 1st) as well as powerful
and sometimes regal personalities (Uranus/Leo/1st). In addition, with Uranus square
the Moon in Taurus in the 9th House, these past life characters were capable of
tapping into the collective conscious and possessed psychic abilities similar to those
of Cayce. Uranus is also square Pluto in the 10th House, which correlates to the
Soul’s past intention and desire to use these abilities in relation to his career or social
role.
Cayce is said to have been Ra Ta (the messenger angel at Sodom). According to
Cayce’s readings, Ra-Ta was born in a less-civilized area, ruled by the tribe of “Zu,”
somewhere in ancient Sumeria. He was a very unusual child (Uranus/Leo/1st) in
that he had pale white skin and blue eyes. Most Sumerians had dark complexions and
dark hair. It is said that tribal elders were very spooked by him. In addition, his
mother did not have a husband, something that was frowned upon in their culture.
She blamed the Gods for making her pregnant. (Sun in Pisces = missing father;
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Neptune conjunct Moon = delusional mother.) The elders ordered that Ra-Ta and
his mother be banished from the land (Uranus in Leo square Moon in Taurus).
As Ra-Ta grew up and matured, it became obvious that he had prophetic abilities
(Uranus square Moon/Neptune 9th) and could channel very accurate psychic
information. When he was 21, he predicted that earth changes would destroy the
land in which he was living and the neighboring land of Atlantis. He determined that
the safest place to be was in Egypt.
When the Earth’s poles shifted, Egypt would be the balance-point
for their movement. Ra-Ta communicated this prophecy to the
King’s son Arart, and a pioneering group of 900 people led by Arart
with Ra Ta as their spiritual leader made the journey from Turkey to
Egypt. After a long and arduous journey, they arrived in the Egyptian
city of Luz. Initially there was mistrust and scrutiny, but eventually
the Egyptians accepted the Atlanteans and exalted them. Arart was
proclaimed King and Ra-Ta was accepted as their high priest. Over
a period of time, spiritual and moral reforms were instituted by RaTa and he became beloved by the people. He built temples for selfhealing and transformation, and was able to perform many
miraculous acts. (Divine Cosmos)
There is a lot more information about the Life of Ra-Ta but it’s beyond the scope of
this assignment to go into all of the details. With Uranus in Leo in the 1st square
Pluto in Taurus in the 10th House, it is no surprise that he experienced a sudden fall
from grace. With Neptune semi-square Venus in Pisces in the 7th House, Ra-Ta
made enemies with various others who kept their dislike of him hidden.
Having instituted a moral code that included loyalty in marriage and communal
living (Jupiter in Capricorn in the 5th trine quintile Venus/Saturn/Mercury in Pisces
in the 7th semi-square Neptune in the 9th), Ra-Ta created more than a few powerful,
hidden enemies who sought to bring him down. They conspired against him and
tricked (Mercury) him into breaking his own law. He was then banished once again.
It is said that “. . . wherever Ra Ta lived he carried his blessings with him, and the
banishment only helped to further his Soul evolution.” It is said that during his
banishment, Ra-Ta met an earlier incarnation of the Soul known as Hermes
Trismegistus who the Egyptians hailed as “the scribe of the Gods” as he had
prophetic dreams and could look “forward and backward” in time. Hermes and Ra
Ta were closely associated, and Cayce referred to Hermes as “the heart and the
tongue of Ra.”
Ra-Ta was eventually called back to Egypt and his banishment lifted. During this
period the pyramids were constructed. Cayce credits Hermes as the architect and RaTa as the second most significant collaborator. He claims, “By some esoteric means,
the stones were levitated and set in place.”
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Going back to the 6th House archetype (South Node of Neptune in the 6th House),
Cayce also incarnated as Lucius of Cyrene, who is mentioned twice in the New
Testament. According to Catholic Online, Lucius was Bishop of Cyrene in Ptolemais,
Africa. He was one of the prophets and doctors mentioned in Acts.
According to the A.R.E.:
The Gospel of Luke, Chapter 10, verses 1 to 20, introduces readers
of the Bible to the group of Seventy disciples who were sent out in
pairs by Jesus to preach, heal, and advise the local residents of His
pending arrival in their area. Lucius was one of Jesus’ disciples in this
group. There is speculation that Lucius was “Luke,” who Paul refers
to as “Beloved Physician,” author of the Gospel of Luke in the New
Testament, but in one reading Cayce states that Lucius was a nephew
of Luke, not Luke himself.
In any case, both Luke and Lucius were physicians and healers.
Again, with the South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 6th House, Lucius was
“disregarded and questioned by those who were of the Jewish faith who were the
close followers of the Master” due to his Greek and Roman parentage. The reason
for this was because if he had been chosen as one of the Apostles, “there would have
been a puffing up.” His true purpose in meeting Jesus and becoming one of the
seventy was to “grow” through “lessons gained through” these experiences (6th
House - self-improvement).
Cayce also incarnated as Pythagoras, the Greek philosopher and mathematician, who
taught that the Soul was immortal and merely resides in the body, survives death and
goes through a series of rebirths until the Soul is purified. Pythagoras is one of the
great teachers in recorded history. He is said to have remembered all the details of
his past lives and could even listen to the “harmony of the spheres” or the vibration
of the planets orbiting in the solar system.
Cayce’s South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 6th House is sextile Jupiter in
Capricorn in the 5th House trine Moon/Neptune/Chiron in Taurus in the 9th House
square the North Node ruler Uranus in Leo in the 1st House. Together these symbols
correlate to an ability to tap into the collective unconscious and give structure and
form to what is learned, as well as an ability to grasp mathematics (Uranus/Aquarius)
and teach (Jupiter/9th/Chiron) others.
Although Cayce appears to have had many “glamorous” lives in which he was
endowed with psychic and healing powers, he also experienced several lives in which
he expressed the other side of Neptune. In 18th and 19th century America, Cayce
reincarnated two times as a man named John Bainbridge who was a gambler and a
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womanizer. It is said that Bainbridge’s escapist behavior was so strong that he
drowned the first time and felt a need to return and do this particular life over, even
taking the same name as before. At the end of this second life, he redeemed himself
by giving the last of his food to a starving child. In doing so, he saved the child’s life
while sacrificing his own. According to the Cayce Readings, such a selfless act of love
alleviated a great deal of the karma that he had accumulated as Bainbridge.
Uranus in Leo in the 1st square Moon/Neptune in the 9th trine Jupiter in the 5th
and semi-square Venus in Pisces in the 7th sextile Mars in the 5th correlate to an
escapist adventurer with a penchant for gambling and romance. Of course, his Pisces
stellium in the 7th house correlates with self-sacrifice for the well-being of others.
With Neptune’s South Node in the 6th House semi-sextile this stellium, the selfsacrifice serves to purify the Soul. I believe that these lives as Bainbridge were
necessary in order to evolve from 2nd Stage Spiritual to 3rd Stage. This was
accomplished when Bainbridge sacrificed his life by giving his food to the child.
These are just a few examples that show how what we have learned about Neptune,
its South Node and the South Node Ruler, in relation to past life experiences, seems
to describe Cayce’s past lives quite well. And we have only skimmed the surface.
(3) North Node of Neptune by its own House, Sign, and Aspects

This correlates to how the Soul will actualize, give purpose to, and integrate both the
current life Neptune relative to its past which is, again, symbolized by the South
Node of Neptune.
Cayce’s North Node of Neptune is 8 degrees Leo in the 12th House. This shows
that Cayce would apply all of the psychic skills he developed in previous lives in his
current life as Edgar Cayce in order to continue accessing the collective unconscious
and channeling metaphysical and health related information to mankind. Leo is ruled
by the Sun in Pisces in the 8th House. Cayce’s creative purpose was to use his psychic
energies and abilities to tap into the collective unconscious in order to answer
essential questions pertaining to life and death and the mysteries of life and the
afterlife.
With Neptune’s North Node ruler being the Sun in Pisces in the 8th House, there is
a desire for union with a superior being, as well as a desire for oneness and unity. In
addition, there is an ability to tune-in to others and the collective unconscious. The
occult, hidden mysteries, intuition, healing, transformation, psychology and death are
all themes tied to this purpose. Cayce’s creative purpose was to enlighten people
about these topics. In doing so, he helped people learn how to heal their bodies and
what the cause behind their “dis-ease” was. He also helped people deal with grief. In
addition, he revealed a lot of metaphysical information about the history of
humankind, the evolution of the Soul and other metaphysical realities that have been
forgotten over the course of time. Cayce is now known as the “Father of Holistic
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Medicine” and one of the most prolific psychics of all time. Just about everything he
brought into the collective awareness was recycled information derived from the
collective unconscious.
Aspects to the Sun in Pisces in the 8th House are:


Semi-square the Moon in Taurus in the 9th House



Square Jupiter in Capricorn in the 5th House



Bi-quintile Uranus in Leo in the 1st House



Sextile Pluto in Taurus in the 10th House



Semi-sextile Chiron in Aries in the 9th House

These are all the same archetypes that have been in play in the past. The sextile to
Pluto in the 10th House shows that Cayce’s creative purpose would also be the
greatest sociological role he would play in his life. The semi-sextile with Chiron in
Aries in the 9th House shows he would instinctually teach people how to heal
themselves. In addition, it may have been part of his purpose to reconcile the
Christianity of his day with Natural Law.
(4) Psychic Abilities

In addition to everything discussed above, the North Node of the Moon is Pisces in
the 7th House and part of the stellium that includes Mercury, Saturn, and Venus.
Venus rules Taurus with the Moon, Neptune and Pluto in Taurus which correlate to
his psychic abilities and the past intention and desire of his Soul, as well as his
sociological role/career. In addition, Saturn rules his 6th House, showing he was
determined to do this work, which was his way of serving God or the Source. His
Saturn is conjunct Mercury giving him the discipline needed to control his mind.
This control is necessary in order to go in and out of a trance state at will.
In Reading 254-2, Cayce was questioned, and provided answers to these questions,
about his own Soul. This psychic reading was given by Edgar Cayce in Selma,
Alabama, on March 19, 1919:
We have the body here - we have had it before. In this state the
conscious mind is under subjugation of the subconscious or Soul
mind. The information obtained and given by this body is obtained
through the power of mind over mind, or power of mind over
physical matter, or obtained by the suggestion as given to the active
part of the subconscious mind. It obtains its information from that
which it has gathered, either from other subconscious minds - put in
touch with the power of the suggestion of the mind controlling the
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speaking faculties of this body, or from minds that have passed into
the Beyond, which leave their impressions and are brought in touch
by the power of the suggestion. What is known to one subconscious
mind or Soul is known to another, whether conscious of the fact or
not. The subjugation of the conscious mind putting the
subconscious in action in this manner or in one of the other of the
manners as described, this body obtains its information when in the
subconscious state.
As to the forces of this body, the psychical is obtained through action
of Uranus and of Neptune, always it has been to this body and always
will, just outside the action of fire-arms, yet ever within them, just
saved financially and spiritually by the action of great amount of
water - the body should live close to the sea, should always have done
so. The body is strange to other bodies in all of its actions, in the
psychical life, in all of its ideas as expressed in the spiritual life as to
its position on all matters pertaining to political, religious or
economic positions. This body will either be very rich or very poor.
(Q) Is there any other information that this body should have now?
(A) The body should keep close in touch with the spiritual side of
life; with sincerity to the spiritual side of life, if he is to be
successful, mentally, physically, psychically and financially.
Here we see that Cayce himself, while channeling the collective conscious, names
Uranus, the ruler of Neptune’s South Node, and Neptune itself, as the source of his
psychic abilities. He states they have always been this source, and always will be.

EXAMPLE CHART B
Neptune: The Collective Consciousness and Unconscious
Professor Carl Jung

by Linda


Natal Neptune 3.03 deg Taurus 3rd house



South Node of Neptune 10.43 deg Aquarius 1st



South Node ruler, Uranus 14.48 deg Leo 7th (conjunct North Node of Neptune)



North Node of Neptune 10.13 deg Leo 7th



North Node ruler, Sun 3.19 deg Leo 7th (conjunct North Node of Neptune)
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Carl Jung

The Collective Unconscious - so far as we can say anything about it
at all - appears to consist of mythological motifs or primordial
images, for which reason the myths of all nations are its real
exponents. In fact, the whole of mythology could be taken as a sort
of projection of the Collective Unconscious... We can therefore
study the Collective Unconscious in two ways, either in mythology
or in the analysis of the individual. (Jung)
Carl Gustav Jung was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded
analytical psychology. Jung’s interest in philosophy and the occult led many to view
him as a mystic, although his ambition was to be seen as a man of science. He was a
prolific writer, with many of his works not published until after his death. Jung loved
nature, chose to live by the sea, and developed an early interest in plants, animals and
stones. Around the age of 10 he became aware that God’s image was not only
reflected in man, but in all of nature reflected through the cosmos. As pointed out
on Wikipedia, Jung created some of the best-known psychological concepts,
including:
[which are also studied in astrology; some developed by Jung are
Mother, Rebirth, Spirit, Trickster]



Archetypes



Collective Unconscious

(the part of the unconscious that contains memories
and ideas inherited from our ancestors). Jung agreed with Freud’s model of the
unconscious, what Jung called the “personal unconscious,” but he also proposed
the existence of a second, far deeper form of the unconscious underlying the
personal one. This was the Collective Unconscious.
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JUNG

[Uranus, Aquarius, 11th house, Planetary Nodes of Uranus] – a
process of transformation whereby the personal and Collective Unconscious are
brought into consciousness (by means of dreams for example) to be assimilated
into the whole personality. It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place, creates advances in humane values, and
understanding of human nature and the universe.



Individuation



Shadow [Saturnian judgment, Plutonian darkness, Neptunian false persona] and
Anima/Animus [masculine and feminine, relationship dynamics]. Jung

considered that the ‘shadow’ and the ‘anima/animus’ differed from other
archetypes because their content is more directly related to the individual’s
personal situation, and less to the Collective Unconscious.


[Moon, Moon’s Nodes, ego, self-image, egocentric structure]. The
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of
part of the collective psyche. The persona, Jung argued, is a mask for the
“collective psyche,” a mask that “pretends” individuality, so that both self and
others believe in that identity, even if it is really no more than a well-played role
Persona
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through which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the “personamask” as a complicated system, which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is “a compromise between the individual and society
as to what a man should appear to be.”
In addition to our immediate consciousness, which is of a thoroughly
personal nature and which we believe to be the only empirical psyche
(even if we tack on the personal unconscious as an appendix), there
exists a second psychic system of a collective, universal, and
impersonal nature which is identical in all individuals. This Collective
Unconscious does not develop individually but is inherited. It
consists of pre-existent forms, the archetypes, which can only
become conscious secondarily and which give definite form to
certain psychic contents. (Jung)
The hypothesis of the Collective Unconscious at first was limited to denoting the
state of repressed or forgotten contents, and, for Freud, the unconscious was of an
exclusively personal nature. This personal layer of the unconscious is undoubtedly
personal and is called the “personal unconscious” (containing complexes, the
personal side of psychic life). But this personal unconscious rests upon a deeper layer
that is called the “Collective Unconscious.” The term “collective” was chosen by
Yung because this part of the unconscious is not individual but Universal. In contrast
to the personal psyche, the Collective Unconscious has contents and modes of
behavior that are more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals. It is
identical in all humans and thus constitutes a common psychic substratum that is
present in everyone.
The Collective Unconscious is content of consciousness that
pertains to the entire human species. It resides within each human
body. The collective conscious is the totality of all thoughts and
vibrations existing at any moment in time, on the conscious level.
We each tune into these through Neptune, and osmose them into
ourselves through Scorpio. The impact of totality alters our
perceptions and personal realities. (Rad)
The contents of the Collective Unconscious are known as “archetypes.” Primitive
tribal lore modified the archetypes: they are no longer contents of the unconscious,
but have already been changed into conscious formulas taught according to tradition,
generally in the form of esoteric teaching. This is a typical means of expression for
the transmission of collective contents originally derived from the unconscious.
There is a considerable difference between the “archetype” and the historical formula
that has evolved. Each archetype of unconscious content, by being perceived, took
on the psychic dimensions of the individual consciousness in which it happened to
appear.
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I would place Jung in the 3rd stage Individuated moving into the 1st stage Spiritual
because of his work with the Collective Unconscious. Within the Soul of Jung, as
within the Soul of every human, was an awareness of the totality and immensity of
the big picture of manifest creation. He had a deep desire to know intrinsically the
origin of all things, as well as the origin of the Soul itself. His strong need to
understand creation via the vast collection of information in many past lives – Pluto
Taurus 3rd – was the basis of creating current life cosmologies that could explain it
– Pluto polarity point Scorpio 9th ruled by Pluto itself.
The following signature:




Neptune Taurus 3rd
Pisces in the 2nd house
12th house Capricorn ruled by Saturn Aquarius 1st

. . . gave him the capacity to be able to tune into the Collective Unconscious and the
collective conscious, and to osmose them into himself through the Pluto polarity
point Scorpio 9th.
Specifically through the following aspects:







Saturn Aquarius 1st (ruler of his 12th house)
Saturn’s opposition to Uranus
Saturn conjunct South Node of Neptune
Saturn opposite North Node of Neptune
Saturn last quarter square Pluto (exact)
Moon square Saturn

. . . he was able to study the structural nature of consciousness itself. This meant
understanding the natural boundaries between the conscious and the
unconsciousness, with these progressive levels made up of:
– the subjective awareness of the individual, created by
the Soul (Moon, Cancer, 4th house, Moon’s Nodes)



Egocentric Structure



Individuated Unconsciousness



Collective Consciousness

of the Soul – the totality of a Soul’s
dynamics/memories for all lives it has ever lived, unique to that Soul (Uranus,
Aquarius, 11th house, Nodes of Uranus)
– the totality of all thoughts/vibrations existing at
any moment in time, on a conscious level (Neptune, Pisces, 12th house, Nodes of
Neptune)
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– the content of consciousness that pertains to
the entire human species, residing within each human (Neptune, Pisces, 12th
house, Nodes of Neptune)
Collective Unconsciousness

Jung’s ability to study all of these levels of consciousness correlated to his Moon
Taurus 3rd being the Final Dispositor of the Chart (along with the Sun Leo 7th). He
also understood that the natural boundary of Saturn in relation to the structural
nature of consciousness could change the individual’s perception of its identity from
ego to its timeless identity: the Soul (Pluto). The spiritual evolution of Yung enabled
him to perceive himself as not separate from anything, but in fact interrelated to
everything (the unconscious). This can be summed up through the ruler of his PlutoMoon-Neptune Taurus 3rd ruled by Venus Cancer 6th: an x-ray vision, an eye for
detail, a desire to be of service, a caring and nurturing nature, and the ability and
determination to undertake rigorous scientific work.
Pluto Paradigm

Due to the structure of the Soul – Pluto Taurus 3rd – Jung naturally gravitated to the
collection of data by way of deductive logic, and this began with university studies in
medicine, psychiatry, psychology and pathology – and of course, this had been the
Soul’s purpose for many past lives. This Soul intention (Pluto Taurus 3rd ruled by
Venus) was supported by South Node Libra 8th (also ruled by Venus, amplifying the
Natural Law of “giving, sharing and inclusion”) – the desire to absorb and merge
with powerful sources, symbols, people and systems of knowledge, a desire to probe
into the mysterious of life and death, a natural psychoanalytical ability, and the desire
to SHARE these psychological findings with others in order to be of service to
others, the Collective of Souls – and with both of these facilitated by Venus Cancer
6th (ruler also of Neptune) the Soul had a desire to be of service to others through
self-analysis, while at the same time developing emotional security because of the
detailed information collected. Venus is ruled by the Moon Taurus 3rd, the integrator
between the egocentric structure of the past (South Node) and the evolutionary
forward of the potential future (North Node).
Neptune, Pisces, and the 12th House

Neptune, Pisces and the 12th house correlates to the nature of consciousness. These
dynamics determined the form through which Jung’s consciousness would manifest
in the current life: Neptune Taurus 3rd describes a consciousness that was constantly
on the move collecting and disseminating information and knowledge; Pisces on the
cusp of the 2nd house defined a mystical, religious nature or relationship with the
Divine (the Collective Unconscious) that brought a sense of emotional and physical
security; and Saturn ruling the 12th house – Jung’s social purpose, his explorations
into the human mind, the unconscious, and the actual “structure” of consciousness,
and how his individual Soul consciousness conditioned the collective of his time, and
how his individual Soul consciousness was conditioned by the collective cosmologies
of his time.
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Neptune Taurus 3rd

Neptune Taurus 3rd in opposition to Jupiter Libra 9th demanded that Professor Jung
enter the social sphere where he could develop his discoveries, cosmologies, and
search for truth, especially the theory of the Collective Unconscious. Furthermore,
with Sun Leo 7th and the North Node Neptune Leo 7th it was imperative that he
share this life purpose with others. Gradually, as Yung individuated from the
Collective Unconscious, the statements made in his many writings and books
(deductive logic Pluto Taurus 3rd) were reformulated into an established stable core
of theory (inductive logic, intuition, psychology, Pluto polarity point Scorpio 9th)
thus impacting the state of the collective consciousness.
Neptune Taurus 3rd in the same house as Pluto, the Soul, emphasized Jung’s mind
and intellect, and especially his inner messages to himself that had a direct bearing
on his self-image – ruler Venus Cancer 6th. It is revealed that Jung not always felt
ready or good enough, and perhaps explains why he saw the human psyche as “by
nature religious” and made this religiousness the focus of his explorations, an
example being his creation of long monographs on the symbolism of the self in the
Christian aeon (saviors, and doctrine of universal reconciliation), Gnosis and
Christian Mysticism. Pluto 3rd forming a yod with Jupiter Libra 9th and Mars
Sagittarius 11th describes a Soul that had experienced ongoing intellectual crises from
which he desired to liberate and individuate from forms of distorted information and
untruths in order that universal truths could be restored. Due to the Virgoan
archetype of “self-humiliation” represented in the yod, Yung never felt satisfied, and
this desire motivated him toward continuous self-improvement. Having produced
many collected works, he could easily have been a workaholic, self-sacrificing himself
in order to establish his theories (Pluto Taurus 3rd). Suffering the deep emptiness of
existential void, he could have compensated for this inner emptiness by always being
busy.
In general, the Neptune archetype resonates with the Age of Pisces just ending.
Within the Pisces Age, and during Jung’s life, was the underlying cause of the
sadomasochistic distortion of life being the religious foundations of the patriarchal
culture. Jung’s work on himself and his patients convinced him that life has a spiritual
purpose beyond material goals. “Our main task,” he believed, “is to discover and
fulfill our deep innate potential.” Based on his study of Christianity, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Gnosticism, Taoism, and other traditions (Pluto polarity point Scorpio
9th), Jung believed that this journey of transformation, which he called individuation,
is at the mystical heart of all religions. Because of the Collective Unconscious that
everyone is tuned into, Jung was affected by this cultural conditioning, along with
everyone else. Jung warned that the collective shadow as well as our own personal
shadow has a very powerful influence on the choices we make. The impact of WWI,
the Depression, and inequality of the sexes no doubt had an influential effect upon
him.
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South Node Neptune Aquarius 1st

With the South Node of Neptune Aquarius 1st the Soul resonated with the past
Astrological Ages of Aries, Aquarius and Pisces, and specifically correlated to the
time when humans began living in farming communities when cosmologies were
invented to explain the nature of phenomenal reality. “Projections” of individual
Souls and groups took place in order to understand the phenomenal nature of
creation. The past contents of the unconscious had already been changed into
conscious formulas passed down through tradition, religion and esoteric teachings,
being the transmission of the collective contents originally derived from the
unconscious becoming altered by becoming conscious.
“Projection” of the Soul’s desire for understanding and ultimate meaning upon the
phenomenal nature of creation became the basis for those philosophies and religions.
It then became necessary for the Soul to decondition and liberate from these past
realities that had nothing to do with actual reality. Invented religions and cosmologies
from those Ages past that were not naturally true and that had caused all kinds of
traumas (Aquarius) to the Soul (and to the collective) were brought forwards into the
current life of Jung. In order to break free of concepts of God, philosophies,
religions, and past realities that had nothing to do with the actual Source, the Soul of
Jung had followed the new path of the ‘instinctual archetype’ existing in the
unconscious mind (South Node of Neptune Aquarius 1st). Resonating with the Age
of Aries comprising religious notions of a war-like God, and cosmologies that had
been used against other groups as a weapon to punish, eliminate, dominate and
control, Yung probably had a courageous and competitive spirit, but needed to
dissolve (through disillusionment) many illusions (religious concepts) in relation to
what held ultimate meaning in his individualized consciousness.
Ruler of South Node Neptune – Uranus Leo 7th







Ruler of the South Node of Neptune, Uranus Leo 7th conjunct the North Node
of Neptune Leo
Saturn opposite Uranus
Moon square Uranus
Uranus square Pluto
Uranus trine North Node Aries 2nd
Uranus trine South Node of Uranus Sagittarius 10th

Jung drew upon the “collective memory” of the “Collective Unconscious” (applying
to all humans) via his own “individuated unconscious” (unique content of the Soul
in relation to all past lives) in order to liberate from and become free of the past.
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Jung drew upon the long-term memories of the current life and past lives in order to
access “thought forms” at key evolutionary stages. The long term memories that
bound the Soul to the past which had provided a sense of security and familiarity,
interfaced with the new thought forms or repeating messages that would actualize
the evolutionary forward in order to liberate from that past. Acting upon these new
message would allow the Soul to make gigantic evolutionary leaps (accelerated
evolution). The thought forms that appeared of their own accord that then led to the
process of conscious thinking (Mercury Cancer 6th, lower octave of Uranus) allowed
Jung to understand the meaning of the messages arising from his individuated
unconscious that was connected to the Collective Unconscious, hence evolution was
effected, breaking free from the past intellectual framework, and developing new
ideologies more in line with Natural Law (Pluto polarity point Scorpio 9th, Jupiter
Libra 9th, Mars Sagittarius 11th), and defined through the egocentric structure:
North Node Aries 2nd ruled by Mars Sagittarius 11th, with those reinstated Natural
Laws giving his life more value, purpose and meaning.
Astrology is of particular interest to the psychologist, since it
contains a sort of psychological experience, which we call projection
- this means that we find the psychological facts as it were in the
constellations. This originally gave rise to the idea that these factors
derive from the stars, whereas they are merely in a relation of
synchronicity with them. I admit that this is a very curious fact, which
throws a peculiar light on the structure of the human mind. (Jung)
Astrology had a significant impact on the formation of Jung’s theories. Through his
study of mythology, he came to understand the correlation between astrology and
myth. This understanding helped him to formulate his theories on archetypes, a
critical underpinning in his understanding of the human psyche. Astrology also was
critical in the composition of his understanding of personality types. With his theory
on synchronicity, Jung tied the universal symbols, including astrological symbols,
which he called archetypes, directly to the workings of the human mind while
circumventing the need to show a direct causal connection.
North Node Neptune Leo 7th

The South Node of Neptune in Aquarius reflected the original matriarchal roots of
the current and future desires in the Soul of Jung to spiritualize consciousness, thus
signifying accelerated evolution to restore the Natural Law of “giving, sharing, and
inclusion” (North Node of Neptune Leo 7th). Due to the patriarchy, this Natural
Law became perverted to self-interest and exclusion, which caused humans or groups
to compete with others relative to the survival instinct, leading to dominance and
submission (7th). Thus, the North Node of Neptune Leo 7th served as the vehicle
for the evolutionary future to manifest, integrated in each moment by new
information correlating to Neptune Taurus 3rd. The North Node Neptune Leo 7th
was linked with unconscious expectations that were projected upon others in
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relationships, and extremities such as an inability to reach a balanced state of giving
and receiving. The North Node of Neptune generated delusions and fantasies when
ultimate meaning had been “projected” externally within relationships. Balance was
gained in Jung’s relationship with the Divine which, in his world, correlated to the
Collective Unconscious, and in which Jung found an immense creative intellectual
purpose (5th house ruled by Mercury).
Ruler of North Node Neptune Leo – Sun Leo 7th

Via the archetype of South Node Neptune and natal Neptune, the North Node
Neptune represented the evolutionary forward of bringing balance to past life ideas
of God being at the heart of all creation (Leo). With his Sun Leo opposite the
Aquarius Ascendant, Jung had to deal with extreme swings between his own
individuation and the sublimation of his individuated consciousness into the
collective (Aquarius). Sun square Neptune was another symbol of dissolution of
personal untruths, and the reinstatement of balance through a surrender of the
personal will to a Higher Will. Evolution toward balance would allow the Soul of
Jung to evolve beyond the illusory contents of his individuated unconscious –
invented religions, gods that are “right,” “God creating man in its own image,” as
well as puffed up images of himself. However, this archetype also showed Jung how
he could “know” that which had created him. So for Yung, that meant a lifetime of
exploration, study and service, that was to become the vehicle by which to
disseminate his psychological/spiritual knowledge to others.
Conclusion


Jung’s evolutionary journey was to meet the Self (Egocentric Structure,
Individuated Unconscious), and at the same time to meet the Divine (Collective
Unconscious, Neptune).



Jung shared with others true aspects of the Source (Collective Unconscious,
Neptune) thus liberating his Individuated Unconscious (Uranus) beyond all the
invented and projected religions and cosmologies cast down through centuries.



Jung’s explorations and discoveries into the “structure” of Consciousness
impacted upon his own Soul in such a way as to effect accelerated evolution.



Jung’s own accelerated evolution via his life work accelerated the evolution of the
Collective Conscious of his time, imprinting upon it his own unique brand of
individuality (Individuated Unconscious).



The accelerated evolutionary journey of the Soul in the lifetime of Carl Jung also
impacted upon the Collective Unconsciousness in such a way as to indelibly stamp
upon it his own uniquely evolved Individuated Unconsciousness in order to
evolve the bigger picture of the Collective Unconsciousness itself.
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EXAMPLE CHART C
Neptune: The Collective Consciousness and Unconscious
Rachel Maddow

by Kristin

MADDOW

The collective unconscious impacts on the individual’s Soul
consciousness in such a way as to stimulate and ignite the desire to
individuate from it and, in turn, the Soul will impact on the current
state of the collective consciousness. (Rad)
We are all individual creations from God, each one of us uniquely designed to express
our individuality in the world. Similar to waves separating from the sea, we are Souls
emerging and traveling in a separating motion with full intentions to actualize the
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desires born out of our being, but as we enter a superstructure in a society that
separates and excludes versus invites and includes, so many Souls’ unique design
becomes diffused and repressed.
Countless combinations of realities will have a way of coloring and conditioning the
naturalness and the original intention set forth by the Soul as we all have the South
Nodes of Pluto, Saturn and Jupiter in Capricorn. It takes great courage to walk in the
shoes that were designed to fit us as we have all been subjected to patriarchal
influences, and very few Souls have been able to maintain the purity of their natural
design, rebelling at all costs. However, even underneath the armor of protection, the
many skins that Souls have collected over time, the individual make up exists and is
a piece to the cosmic puzzle. Each one of us influenced by the totality of the whole
and, as a result, ignited with the desire to actively express our individual selves in
order for the puzzle pieces in the collective to fit.
The chart I chose is one of a Soul who has done her fair share of rebelling, persecuted
harshly as a result of expressing her own unique individuality, ridiculed and raped by
the system, locked up, maimed, tortured, killed ‘for her words,’ you name it, simply
for trying to be who she is, which led to lifetimes of hiding behind this natural design.
South Node in Cancer in the 12th, ruler Moon in Pisces 9th with Mercury 8th,
squaring South Node of Uranus Rx in Sagittarius opposing Saturn in Gemini in the
11th, this squares her Moon, chart ruler, in Pisces, as well as Mercury. However, in
this life, she is back on her horse, Neptune in Sagittarius in the 5th trining a 9th house
Sun, the ruler of her North Node of Neptune in the 1st, testing the very edges of
those waters, as a daily spot light serves to help restore her sense of self, providing
sound for that instrument called her voice, as she gives others the courage to “come
out, come out, wherever and whoever you are.”
Journalist Rachel Maddow – 3rd Stage Individuated

Maddow is the first openly gay anchor to host a major prime-time news program in
the United States. She has a degree in public policy from Stanford and holds a
doctorate in politics from Oxford University. For Rachel, it would have been
essential, especially not only being a woman in a man’s world, but a gay woman, to
earn the social stripes necessary in the form of degrees from schools of this rank and
caliber in order to be given even the slightest consideration to be taken seriously and
viewed capable and credible to do what she came here to do, to deliver news, words
of truth, to the nation and the world.
All it would take to ignite her desire to influence public policy and to use her voice
for change is to experience the lies and the injustices that pervade the world of
politics, fueling her desire and natural need to help restore a greater balance for a
democratic nation versus a country being driven by the top few percent, who also
happen to be primarily men. She has been rebelling against mainstream doctrine as
long as she has been on this plane of existence; her intention is to challenge backward
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thinkers, mainstream herd state mentality. Maddow was destined for the world stage
and her greatest attributes include not only her supreme intelligence, rumored IQ of
135, but the sheer speed at which her mind works, which is always driven by her
search for the hard, cold truth:


Neptune in Sagittarius in the 5th sextiling South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in
the 7th conjunct Mars/Jupiter in Aquarius



Ruler Uranus Rx in Libra in the 4th trine Saturn Rx in Gemini in the 11th



Natal Neptune in Sagittarius forms a Grand Trine to her North Node of Neptune
in Leo in the 1st and her Sun/Venus balsamic conjunction in Aries in the 9th



The Sun being the ruler of her North Node of Neptune.

Nothing means more to her than the truth, no matter what it looks like. The pain
and trauma of the collective unconscious as a result of countries colliding and
subgroups within cultures finding themselves polarized due to opposing beliefs,
political, religious and otherwise, has driven her to search and uncover, to speak up
and do what she can to promote more awareness about the root cause for the unrest.
Nothing drives her more than being able to expose the facts, Pallas Rx in Scorpio in
the 4th trine her Mercury/Moon in Pisces in the 8th/9th and trine South Node in
Cancer in the 12th, for justice sake, for fairness for all.


South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 7th is conjunct Jupiter and Mars in
Aquarius



Mars rules her 9th house Sun and Venus



Uranus, the ruler of her South Node of Neptune in Aquarius is in Libra in the 4th
and is retrograde



Uranus forms an inconjunct to her 9th house Pisces Moon



Rachel’s natal Neptune is also in Sagittarius, truth again, in her 5th house, and is
trining her 9th house Sun and Venus forming a balsamic conjunction

What is felt beneath her keen awareness and unparalleled ability to cut to the chase
and carve out the facts is a palpable compassion for those who suffer at the hands
of the heavy hitters. Her Moon in Pisces in the 9th is conjunct Mercury in Pisces in
the 8th and they both square Saturn in Gemini in the 11th reflecting the trauma from
the judgments and rigid mind sets of the mainstream world, a world she has never
fit into. She has never fit in, in any form, nor was she meant to, so she could represent
those Souls seeded on the outskirts:


Her South Node of Neptune is in Aquarius in the 7th conjunct Jupiter and Mars
in Aquarius



The ruler is Uranus retrograde in the 4th in Libra opposing her Sun, MC and
Chiron in the 10th in Aries.
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For lifetimes she has been born into families and tribes that were more on the fringes
of society, except for perhaps lifetimes as of late due to her Soul hiding behind and
within families that allowed her to appear ‘normal,’ giving her a foundation of sorts
to prepare for a life where she can launch herself into the world on a fair playing
ground, where she could fairly earn her way to the top. In this life, she was in full
compensation mode in high school, sporting blonde highlights and pearls (photo
attached). Maddow has stated that her family is “very, very Catholic,” and she grew
up in a very conservative community:


Saturn in Gemini in the 11th opposing Neptune Rx in Sagittarius in the 5th and
square Moon in Pisces in the 9th



Also, her South Node in Cancer is conjunct North Nodes of Pluto and Saturn in
Capricorn in the 12th and square her Uranus Rx in the 4th in Libra, the ruler of
her South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 7th

When hiding is in place, often times Souls will be born into families that reflect the
extremity of their nature in order to force them out of hiding, and so it did. Rachel
could only hold that cover for so long as in her freshman year at Stanford, at the age
of 17, she was ousted by the college newspaper when an interview with her was
published before she could tell her parents. An unconscious or perhaps conscious
rebellion towards authority figures. Surprisingly enough, there was only one other
female student at the entire university, which happens to be in the so-called
alternative San Francisco area, who was openly gay, so Rachel decided to announce
her sexual orientation, written in her own words on the inside of all the bathroom
stalls at the school. As a result, the school newspaper wanted to do an interview. She
asked that they not release the story until she told her parents over the weekend but
someone anonymously sent her parents the article before she arrived. Her parents’
greatest concern was that, due to their conservative faith, they believed that being a
lesbian was a ‘sin’ and their concern that she would ‘go to hell.’ Uranus, the ruler of
her South Node of Neptune is Rx in Libra in her 4th.
This reflects being a role model for being different, having the courage to lead the
way when no one else will, coming out of her own closet and creating shocks if
necessary. It also connects to her actions to support others like her, serving as what
Jeffrey used to call, plucking piano wires, like a radio signal being sent out to others
of similar desires and design, creating a resonance that carries a vibration to reach all
of the other Souls like her, lesbians, androgynous types and the like, to strengthen
their resolve. The life-changing event took place when transiting Uranus, ruler of her
South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 7th was in Capricorn, conjunct her North
Node and squaring her Venus/Sun, ruler of her North Node of Neptune, in Aries
in the 9th. Transiting Saturn was in Capricorn and squaring her natal Uranus Rx in
Libra in the 4th.
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A Note on Retrogrades

Rachel’s Uranus is Rx, which is the ruler of her South Node of Neptune in Aquarius
in the 7th. All retrograde planets reflect an individuation process, as they mimic the
energy of Uranus. With Uranus itself Rx, this exaggerates this theme and accentuates
the focus with an acceleration along the lines of returning back to her alternative self.
For Rachel it was similar to the analogy of pushing a beach ball under water, the
further you push it down, and repress the natural expression, emotion, the harder it
is to hold. That ball is going to dart up out of the water in some unexpected direction
and with great speed. This is an example of what happened when Rachel ‘ousted’
herself, in an extreme and unexpected way. Detachment occurs in varying degrees
with this signature and the clear visible DETACHMENT that she appears to have is
because it removes her Soul from the emotional dynamics that have kept her bound
to conditioning.
Her natural brilliance had her thinking way ahead of the game. Her mother has been
quoted saying that she remembers Rachel at the age of four on the kitchen floor with
the newspaper sprawled out in front of her. She has a mind for change and
innovation and for bringing people together from all walks of life. She is queen
diplomat, communicator, arbitrator, negotiator extraordinaire and her voice
documents her findings with a proof that prevents the naysayers to question her
position coupled with an objectivity that allows her to work hard to listen to what
others are saying as well in order to give them a fair shot to speak their peace.
Maddow is a natural messenger, a storyteller and a speaker for the people, with a
powerful handle of the language capable of delivering the news “with agenda and
without hysteria”:


Pluto Rx in the 3rd trine South Node of Neptune in Aquarius



Jupiter and Mars in the 7th



Also, Pluto rules Pallas Rx in Scorpio in the 4th which trines Mercury/Moon
(chart ruler) in Pisces

As an Aries, she has learned the art of being responsive versus reactive which allows
her guests to remain at ease and open for productive exchanges and with Venus
balsamic to her Sun in Aries trining Neptune in Sagittarius along with a South Node
of Neptune in the 7th in Aquarius conjunct Jupiter, the ruler of her natal Neptune
and conjunct Mars, the ruler of her natal Sun and Venus, she is able to see both sides
to the story in any given situation but always finds a solid place to land once she has
sussed out all things to consider. Her intuition is well honed and her instinct is fierce.
She has been recognized and rewarded well for her ability to interrogate and
investigate utilizing strategic questioning.
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She leans with stories that stun and shock in order to induce greater awareness and
to promote action in others. She represents everyone who is considered to be from
a different walk of life. Not only is she a woman fighting to make it in a man’s world,
she is a lesbian, looking neither male or female but equally both in the same image, a
truly androgynous Soul, seen with her South Node of Neptune in Aquarius conjunct
Jupiter and Mars in Aquarius in the 7th trine a retrograde Pluto in Libra in the 3rd
house.

Rachel Maddow – then and now

Maddow takes on the biggest stories of the day with lively debates with people from
all sides and covers stories that at times no other show will cover, scouring every
resource within reach to bring you the most extensive findings. She naturally,
candidly exposes the truth, at times with an angle of humor, often the gallows kind,
but she knows how to get her point across without mincing words, Scorpio style,
with her Mercury in Pisces in the 8th. Maddow was destined for greatness in her
field, natal Neptune in the 5th forming a Grand Trine with the North Node of
Neptune in Leo in the 1st and her Sun/Venus in Aries in the 9th. She was given her
own daily time slot on national news channel MSNBC in August 2008; she was only
35 years old. Jupiter, the ruler of her natal Neptune in Sagittarius, was retrograde in
Capricorn and exactly conjunct her North Node in the 6th. The ruler, Saturn, was in
Virgo and perfectly trining her North Node in Capricorn.
In addition, the transiting North Node was in Aquarius conjunct transiting Neptune
in her 7th house, the ruler Uranus was retrograde in Pisces conjunct her Moon in the
9th. Her role to document stories around the world will only grow as her North
Node of Neptune is in Leo in the 1st and forms a Grand Trine with her Sun/Venus
balsamic conjunction in Aries in the 9th and her natal Neptune in the 5th in
Sagittarius. A natural born leader to courageously take the lead, spear heading truth,
out talking journalism, that turns heads and stops people in their tracks. She easily
makes enemies from the middle to the far right but she knows that if she doesn’t say
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something, then who will? She is often one step from crossing the line and she hovers
there. As savvy as she may be, she also is limited by her speech to go for the jugular
as the conservative corporations own her network, and these forced limitations hem
her in, her survival and that microphone is on the line. These limits can be seen with
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 5th, ruler of her Mercury/Moon in Pisces in the 8th/9th
square Saturn in Gemini in the 11th.
Solid journalists consistently put themselves at risk when the truth exposed threatens
the safety, livelihood or reputation of their target by tackling delicate stories that will
inevitably set them off. She was designed with the mind of an informational/intuitive
genius, where she see the bigger picture while synthesizing countless facts, coming
up with the bottom line – like a Sherlock Holmes, a political investigator. Her mind
works with ripping speed which also helps her respond to her guests during heated
exchanges, she can pull from the inner annals of her memory bank which appears to
happen as fast as pushing keys on a computer with her South Node of Neptune in
Aquarius conjunct her Jupiter and Mars trine her 3rd house Pluto. As bright and
‘mindful’ as she is, she has heart, full on. Neptune in the 5th trining a Pisces Moon
in the 9th. She cares most about helping people understand what is actually
happening in the world, the truth being told especially if she can save a victim who
has been unfairly singled out or persecuted. Why? Because she has been there, over
and over, she has been there. Also because that is how she was designed. To find the
missing piece, to uncover the hidden truth.
Maddow has dealt with cyclical depression since puberty. In a 2012 interview, she
stated, “It doesn’t take away from my joy or my work or my energy, but coping with
depression is something that is part of the everyday way that I live and have lived for
as long as I can remember.” Most of her Soul energy is in her head, which can be the
tendency for people with Pluto in the 3rd house. Also, her Mercury conjuncts Moon
in Pisces and this squares Saturn retrograde in Gemini in the 11th. The depression
would be a result of all she has battled for and lost, the weight of all the wrong doings
of the world and all the innocents who have suffered. Her Pisces Moon and Mercury
in Pisces would equal a very sensitive filter, open to the collective pain of the world,
but its square to Saturn in Gemini in the 11th, does not allow her to emotionally
integrate the magnitude of what she is feeling including the totality of her own trauma
from other times, not to mention the challenges brought on in this life simply from
being a gay woman in a patriarchal society. She will reach the roof of her own
intellectual understanding in this life and there is a limit to what the mind can access,
Mercury/Moon square Saturn in Gemini, and for her to evolve, the emotional gates
must open, which will ultimately allow her to expand her reach and deepen her
impact. However, to be a journalist, it requires an emotional distance to be in the
trenches, in order to deliver the hard stories without attachment so a balance will
inevitably need to be struck.
To put herself in the limelight is to subject herself to further attack, criticism, harsh
judgments by the right wing and to be an open target for those who vehemently
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oppose her views. But for her, the verbal thorns appear not to touch her; she has
heard it all before and has endured far more than what her attackers are dishing out.
Just recently famous actor Alec Baldwin was fired from MSNBC for his homophobic
rant, specifically negative comments toward Rachel. Baldwin was fired and his show
canceled, proof that her influence is rubbing off on people who have the power to
deliver appropriate justice. The attacks will continue, but she will continue to put
herself out there, because she must. She does it for others, for the collective, South
Node of Neptune in the 7th in Aquarius ruler Uranus Rx in Libra in the 4th. She
does it for those who can’t and she does it because at the end of the day, nothing is
worth more to her than being exactly who she is and exposing lies and revealing the
hidden truth. The people have a right to know.

EXAMPLE CHART D
Neptune: The Collective Consciousness and Unconscious
Mark Zuckerberg

by Skywalker

Mark Zuckerberg


South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 5th house, ruler Uranus in Sagittarius
in the 3rd house



Natal Neptune in the 4th house in Capricorn



North Node of Neptune in Leo in the 11th house, ruler Sun in the 9th house in
Taurus
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Pluto in Scorpio in the 2nd house



Pluto rules every planet but the Sun and Venus which are in the 8th house

All rulerships return back to the 2nd and 8th houses which contain most of the
planets themselves; someone with so much money and emphasis on big business will
usually have these houses highly emphasized, as is the case.
He is the world’s youngest billionaire ever.

ZUCKERBERG

A couple of quotes by Mark Zuckerberg:
At Facebook, we’re inspired by technologies that have
revolutionized how people spread and consume information. We
often talk about inventions like the printing press and the television
— by simply making communication more efficient, they led to a
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complete transformation of many important parts of society. They
gave more people a voice. They encouraged progress. They changed
the way society was organized. They brought us closer together.
Helping a billion people connect is amazing, humbling and by far the
thing I’m most proud of in my life.
Aquarius on the 6th house cusp with Uranus in the 3rd correlates to his desire to
serve and “perfect” the world by the use of technology to link people and grant them
access to information and education or other technological services he might have
in mind or others of like mind might have shared with him.
He seems to be a great example of someone connected to the collective
conscious/unconscious as he developed a computer program that was able to
connect 1.3 billion people. This control over the flow of information gives him the
ability to have an effect on the collective in not so subtle ways. The flow of
information has rapidly increased, people are always connected and life is speeding
up. People find their old classmates, meet people online as easily as in real life, create
businesses and speak their minds to whomever they want. They connect to likeminded people and have faster access to new information and ideas that they
wouldn’t normally see. On the other hand, there is also the downside of the loss of
privacy, people stalking one another and living each time more in the digital domain.
The Beginning of an Empire

January 2004 Transiting Uranus in the 6th house made its last trine to Pluto in the
2nd house which was in effect from the beginning of 2003. Pluto rules the 3rd house,
correlating to the use of technology to gain access to information about his colleagues
and to connect with them and connect them with one another. It also shows the
creative aspect of this transit in which he was able to create something that would be
of value with the programming skills he developed as Uranus transited the 6th house.
Transiting Neptune was also conjunct the South Node of Neptune at the founding
of Facebook, indicating a new beginning relative to some of his past life dynamics,
seemingly connected to information, communication and technology as seen by natal
Uranus in the 3rd house. For that, he had to resume those past dynamics by creating
the site, which would have an effect on the collective. The transiting Sun was also in
Aquarius at that time, correlating to his focus on his creation and to the timing of his
“invention.” The transiting North Node of the Moon was conjunct Venus in the 8th
house at the time of Facebook’s launch; little did he know how much money
Facebook would generate, or did he have those intentions all along? With Pluto in
the 2nd with its aspects, I would say at least subconsciously the intentions were there
to build something of value and profit from it. With these astrological symbols, he
will not be the frivolous type and be interested in the long run.
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Business as Usual

Jupiter, which rules his Uranus, is in Capricorn in the 4th house, trine Venus in
Taurus in the 8th shows his self-righteousness in profiting off peoples’ privacy and
lives which, by accumulating and managing information/data of massive
proportions, generates a lot of revenue.
He was accused of stealing the idea and code from other Harvard colleagues, Divya
Narendra and twin brothers Tyler and Cameron Winklevoss, who had invited him
to work on a project that was of a similar nature, but he ended up working on his
own project, with the financial help of his best friend at the time, Eduardo Saverin,
whose position in the company was later downplayed by Mark Zuckerberg himself.
This was all seen as a betrayal by Eduardo who filed a lawsuit against Mark which
settled out of court for shares of Facebook which ended up making him over 2 billion
USD. The initial colleagues of Mark Zuckerberg also sued him and settled for around
65 Million USD.
All of this is to show that not all dealings were clear-cut and there are symbols of
potential cut throat betrayals in this chart. Betrayals of this nature are very common
in the world of big business and multinational corporations, where psychopaths are
found in abundance. It’s all just business folks! With all that Scorpio, 2nd and 8th
house energy configured the way it is, there seems to be a history in his Soul’s
evolution of this type of phenomenon either as victim or perpetrator of intense
betrayals that possibly led to entrapment or to the loss of resources and life itself.
The square to the Nodal Axis of Neptune from the Scorpio stellium indicates the
loss of his friend due to the “business as usual.”
Privacy, Ya Whatever

The inconjunct between the Scorpio Saturn, Moon and Mars, to the MC in Gemini,
also correlates to the dynamics of needing to commit to the value of keeping his
word to the general public. Gemini and Scorpio have trust issues on an archetypal
core level as Gemini doesn’t commit too seriously and Scorpio is all about trust, and
in order for there to be trust, Scorpio needs to know what it can count on and
Gemini, being the sign of duplicity, many times cannot be counted on to commit to
one thing and stick to its word. One way for the Scorpio archetype to deal with the
Gemini archetype, is to count on the fact that one generally cannot count on Gemini
to keep their word, and in this way the Scorpio archetype won’t experience the rug
being pulled from under its feet. In this sense, people naturally may not trust
Facebook and Mark Zuckerberg to stick to his responsibilities relative to privacy and
we can expect a certain degree of duplicity relative to his social or professional
integrity as it relates to his values, through the inconjunct to the planets in the 2nd
house.
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Soul, Pluto Bottom Line

Relative to the Pluto bottom line desire for self-sufficiency and survival, in his social
context and reality, this translated into making money. Pluto and Saturn together can
translate into a huge drive for social success, as the Soul has potentially experienced
intense traumas relative to the loss of resources, personal power/authority, social
prestige or that which it valued most or even its own life. It can also reflect a Soul
who has had a past of powerlessness in society due to extreme poverty, slavery or
similar dynamics of not having enough or losing what he did have. A potential reason
for loss could have been his lack of values in achieving these resources, whether in
great quantities or simply enough to survive, which if gained through underhanded,
greedy means, would lead to the evolutionary need to experience the loss of those
very resources. There is also the possibility of having been in the power seat where
this authority was somehow lost or abused due to a limited sense of personal values,
which led to situations of stagnation that needed to be metamorphosed, in order for
evolution to proceed.
Full Steam Ahead

The new phase conjunction shows a new cycle of development is underway between
these planets and related psychological dynamics which, it seems to indicate, this life
will be a continuation of a cycle he just began prior to the current life, in the sense
that there will be the desire to move and push forward with his plans at all costs as
the desires emanate strongly from within his own Soul. Within his Soul there is an
intense driving energy for forward motion and growth (Pluto/Mars not in true
conjunction but in new phase stage of development) which will be felt at the core of
his being and channeled all the way through how he integrates his Soul’s desires into
his egocentric structure (Moon) which, in turn, is also highly connected to his social
profession (Saturn) and life purpose as the Moon opposes the Sun. The Scorpio
stellium in the 2nd house reveals these inner Soul dynamics he has experienced in
his past lives which he is bringing forth in his current life as Mark Zuckerberg, CEO
of Facebook and other technological corporations such as Internet.org, Instagram
and What’s App. With the South Node of the Moon in the 3rd house in Sagittarius,
conjunct Uranus in a new phase aspect, he is re-living dynamics relative to knowledge
and information and will be reliving these dynamics in new ways.
Knowledge Is Power

I’m impressed at how graphic and accurate this chart is at reflecting his life, and am
constantly amazed (as are many others) at how accurate Evolutionary Astrology is at
representing symbolically what the reality of a Soul is and has been, at least from
archetypal/energetic/emotional points of view which, when complemented with
actual facts from the person’s life and the archetypes then adjusted to the
evolutionary level of the Soul, gives such an accurate representation to those that are
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able to interpret the symbols. Anyway, it’s obvious that being the owner of Facebook
and the other tech companies he owns, he now has unprecedented access to
information and knowledge that is worth a lot of money to a lot of people. These
interested parties can range from simple investors to advertisers to governments or
anyone in between. The amount of raw data that flows through the sites he owns
and presides over is simply massive and, with the Scorpio stellium located in the 2nd
house, there can be and obviously is, a voracious appetite for this type of power, an
appetite which he has carried over from past lives.
Our goal was to type in a person’s name and find out a bunch of information on
them. (Zuckerberg)
With the South Node of the Moon conjunct Uranus in the 3rd house, this Soul has
been interested in the free flow of information/knowledge of all sorts of things or
about people themselves, also about freedom of speech, and in the right and ability
to travel and be connected to others, potentially relative to the bottom line of survival
and sustainability that Pluto and the Scorpio stellium represent in his Soul’s history.
Within the Uranus in Sagittarius in the 3rd house, ruled by Jupiter in the 4th house
in Capricorn, we have potential symbols of someone who, in the past, desired to
spread their beliefs of a philosophical or religious nature to others in such a way as
to conquer the lands of others and expand his own territory.
I’m Special

Uranus for all of us is the ruler of the South Node of Neptune, which in Mark’s chart
is located in the 5th house in Aquarius. Relative to the collective conscious/
unconscious, it reflects a past desire to be extremely creative, special, part of an elite
group of powerful rulers and similar dynamics, which would get feedback, and a
sense of specialness from the collective itself. He would desire to be regarded as a
leader who was innovative and ahead of his time (Aquarius). He would have within
his own Soul, memories of these or similar dynamics that would give him a sense of
being special due to some unique gift, creative or intellectual talent or elite group
which he was born into. It would also correlate to disillusionment due to the overestimation of his own abilities and ultimately to humbling experiences, as Neptune,
which correlates to the Source of all creation, is not really supportive of people acting
in Godlike ways. With these symbols it’s very possible he had, in his karmic past,
various types of superiority complexes which possibly lead to developing God
complexes too.
With the South Node of Neptune in the 5th house in Aquarius and Uranus in the
3rd in Sagittarius, remembering his evolutionary stage being in the middle of the
individuated state of consciousness, means that he is at an evolutionary point in his
Soul’s journey in which he has already rebelled against all other thought forms, belief
systems, dogmas, religions etc., that did not reflect his inherent individuality and
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therefore has already learned to integrate into the mainstream in a way that was 1, a
true representation of his identity/personality and 2, in ways that could help some
aspect of the collective itself evolve due to his objective ability to look at things in
new ways thus, having the ability to think “out of the box” in ways that could
contribute to a body of knowledge or field of activity.
Potential Traumas

With the South Node of Neptune in the 5th house, relative to his evolutionary
station, we can see that his desire has been to totally express himself in ways that
would be a true representation of who he was and in ways that could
affect/direct/inspire the collective in whatever ways/directions he desired. These
desires would be emanating primarily through Pluto’s natal position and, in this case,
we have the Scorpio stellium in the 2nd house, opposite Venus in the 8th in Taurus,
in a square aspect to the South Node of Neptune in Aquarius in the 5th house.
Amongst other things, it can correlate in the past to his lack of resources to complete
a creative project, to support his children which then resulted in mental (Aquarius)
and deep emotional (Scorpio) trauma or, to the desire to rule over others, in the case
of him being in positions of great power and authority in the past, which then led to
betrayals and potential losses of resources and even life itself. This is most probably
one reason for him acquiring so much wealth in this life, the traumas he experienced
in the past.
Powerful Past?

It’s actually my own personal insight or illusive projection that this Soul has been in
positions of great power and influence in the past. I meditated on him and focused
on what I felt as I concentrated on him. In doing so I started to feel pain in various
parts of my body and in my Navel Chakra as it triggered an image or memory of
actually suffering at the hands of this Soul, and being in positions of powerlessness
due to his policies or the way he ruled. I’m not sure if this was a true memory or a
projection of my own mind but it seemed to me that he was possibly a Roman
emperor, maybe even Julius Caesar. Even before that experience, I had the
impression that in his Soul’s history there were Greek and/or Roman chapters and
he even looks Roman or Greek, to me at least. I don’t have any reason to like or
dislike him or even have any sort of opinion about him. I tend to trust my inner radar
though and do believe that he was in a position of authority and power in which he
possibly had influence over many others and, in this life, is re-living certain dynamics
and re-creating his empire, but in different ways. These new ways will obviously be
different from the medium to distant past, as humankind has evolved so much from
a technological point of view in these past 150 years, which also had an immense
impact on the collective conscious/unconscious.
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Who he was doesn’t really matter; what does matter are the dynamics that he is
experiencing, why he is to experience them, what is connected to his Soul’s
evolutionary past, and how to evolve beyond his limitations in his present
circumstantial reality. This is the gift of EA, to show the energetic imprint the Soul
is born with, thus revealing the emotional/psychological dynamics of the past that
lead up to the current life. In the end, the “why” is more important than “who” the
Soul was on an egocentric level. The “why” is directly connected to the Soul’s
intentions and the determinant of the “who” that the Soul creates in each life. Being
able to understand the astrological archetypes in their deepest possible expression
and meaning will give a picture of the energetic or emotional imprints the Soul is
here to experience. We are all energy configured in various unique ways although we
share many similarities. We all have our unique consciousness and our nature is
shown by Neptune and further by Saturn with how this consciousness is defined and
experienced/materialized in the physical world, and to the other planets, which all
have their unique functions in awareness/consciousness.
Power, Power and More Power

One thing that leads me to believe he was in such positions of power is the fact that
prior to his first Saturn Return, he had already become so influential and financially
rich with Facebook. As JWG taught us so brilliantly, the first Saturn Return is a
period in which we will mostly be gravitating back to and recreating many dynamics
of our karmic past. We are a composite of our past, present and potential future; the
Saturn Return is a re-building of past life structures in order to relive and setup the
conditions for our evolutionary progress to occur.
I can personally attest to the feeling I had at my Saturn Return when I finished a
cycle relative to the work I was doing at the time in the music industry, it felt like it
had all been done before and shortly after I moved on to other things such as
Astrology which, since my North Node of the Moon has Mars, Jupiter and Urania
conjunct, reflects the fact that I had already worked on this area prior to this life, at
least to a certain extent and would continue in this life. It’s interesting that after the
Saturn Return was exactly when I felt the time with the music industry was something
that was culminating and started to look in other directions.
All this to say that it seems to me that Mark Zuckerberg, by generating such influence
and riches, was simply recreating his past structural reality (Saturn) in order to
continue his evolutionary journey. This journey is very interesting astrologically as
his chart is quite paradoxical due to Pluto being in Scorpio in the 2nd house with
Venus in Taurus in the 8th house. This, to me, seems like a closed loop as both
Venus and Pluto are in their own signs thus having no rulers and their expression
being purer and limited to those houses and signs in which they are placed. So much
of his life will be experienced within these two opposing archetypes and associated
real life dynamics. These dynamics of course are related to power, survival, resources,
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issues pertaining to trust, merging with others in all sorts of ways, corporations, big
business, and of course secrets related to personal privacy, which is a paramount
concern in his life with Facebook and his other ventures.
The Architect

I’m here to build something for the long term; everything else is a distraction.
(Zuckerberg)
With Neptune in Capricorn in the 4th house, relative to the South Node of Neptune
in Aquarius in the 5th house, and in the third individuated EA state, he is evolving
from an awareness of the creative integration of his own unique self in idealistic ways,
that can hopefully unite humanity in ways that can lead to the creation of a system
that can be of greater security to all people. His consciousness is essentially connected
to the material world; he is most probably a materialist in the sense that he believes
in that which is tangible, provable, reliable, etc. According to his own words, he is an
Atheist, not yet understanding the role of the prime Creator or Source Of All Things
in the creation of existence.
He stated in an interview that he considers himself a builder and his desire is to build
things that stand the test of time, essentially reflecting his creative streak carried over
from the past as seen by the South Node of Neptune in the 5th house with natal
Neptune now in the 4th in Capricorn. The architect, but not of a physical home
where people can live, but the architect of a mental structure (Uranus 3rd) where all
people can be connected and share information and ideas, ideas that he can “capture”
relative to his bottom line Pluto in Scorpio with all that emphasis in Scorpio in the
2nd and 8th houses which translate to the desire to accumulate wealth as power and
information as a means to have this power.
The Power of the Mind

With the Nodal axis of Neptune in the 5th and 11th houses and the Scorpio stellium
square this axis, there is also the dynamic tension between his goals for the future of
his creations (Facebook and other technological inventions) and the values he is here
to metamorphose due to the huge amount of Scorpio energy in the 2nd house. There
will be tension and potential crisis of what is important for him, his creations and
empires, his wealth and status (as symbols for the potential to build and create),
between these dynamics and his friends or those of like-mind or the power elite
which he has become a part of, willingly or not, and what he would essentially like
to implement in the world, that can have an effect on the collective
conscious/unconscious and on the quality of life of people worldwide. He is
essentially here to develop his internal security and value system to the maximum
with these symbols and find out what is true for himself with the Nodal Axis of the
Moon in the 3rd and 9th houses, and with Uranus on the South Node in the 3rd
house. He will be evolving from an awareness of what is his special gift to the world
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and how to implement these gifts, to an awareness of how to let them go and simply
go with the flow. He is also here to learn about emotional expression and to learn
how to dissolve barriers preventing emotional expression with Neptune in the 4th
house; to learn how to feel and be secure from within himself as being a part of the
vastness of life.
With the North Node of Neptune in the 11th house in Leo and the Sun in Taurus
opposite the Moon and Mars, he will be highly dedicated to his goals and be singleminded about how to implement them; he will be essentially fixed in his mode of
expression, focused and have the desire to expand as much as possible. Within these
symbols, he will desire to do things for humanity that are a reflection of his own
values and creative ideas. Relative to the Scorpio/Taurus 8th and 2nd house
emphasis, he will be intensely fixated on his desires, whatever they may be, to the
point of obsession. He will also believe in economics and the economy.
With the North Node of Neptune in the 11th in Leo, he will need to learn to be
more objective in order to implement his creative ideas and genius in the mainstream
of the collective and, in order to do this, he will need to learn about total honesty,
that which is a reflection of his true core values and what is essentially right for him,
from his point of view. Further, with the South Node of the Moon in Gemini in the
3rd house, with Uranus conjunct, he will have liberated from the opinions of others
in the past and in this life is initiating a new cycle relative to his beliefs and what he
takes in from others in the form of opinions and ideas, etc. He seems to be in a state
of fruition relative to the buildup of past lives of attempting to understand what is
what, what is right and what is true; he must have accumulated a lot of information
and is now liberating from an excessive left-brain approach.
Within these symbols and his fruition state, we also have the fact that he is a free
thinker and doesn’t condition himself by what others think or say, he potentially feels
that on a mental level he is in a league of his own and has special gifts or talents he
is here to share with the world at large. He is also in a fruition state relative to his
intelligence and ability to stand back and see what others need in order to be more
efficient. This is indicated by the reality that when he was just a child of 12 years of
age, he developed a computer program that was for the purpose of helping his father
communicate and connect with his secretary who sent him messages when clients
arrived. His father was very supportive of his technological abilities and progression
and hired a private tutor to give Mark programming lessons, further indicating his
fruition state relative to information technology and the creative use of his mind
potential (Uranus in the 3rd conjunct South Node of the Moon relative to the South
Node of Neptune in the 5th).
Mercury is also significant as it rules the North Node of the Moon, his MC in Gemini
and his Virgo Ascendant. Mercury in the 8th house at the very end of Aries is
conjunct asteroid Lucifer, trine Neptune and opposite Pluto. The opposition to Pluto
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correlates to his immense ability to focus singlehandedly on an idea and to his drive
to implement them to their completion, to make them reality as he desires to make
his dreams reality through the trine to Neptune, of which he has the creative capacity
plus intelligence to do so. The conjunction to Lucifer can indicate that through the
information he acquires he can be pulled into the forces of evil by associating with
people that are in some way also associated or influenced by dark forces.
Lucifer/Mercury in Aries in the 8th house can be totally uninterested with the effects
he has on others, and with how he uses information; how this information is achieved
can be through dishonest trickster ways; he himself can be used by others who desire
to use him as a means to benefit by the information he himself has access to,
therefore making him a “victim” of the powers that use him for their own personal
agendas. This symbol shows that there is potentially a lot more than meets the eye
relative to the use of the information he has access to and the means he uses and has
used in his Soul history to gain information that was quite probably with the intention
of domineering others in various ways in his past.
Duplicity Can Backfire

Ruling the MC, Mercury, which in itself is a symbol for potential duplicity, means
that he will use the Mercury function relative to information, communication and
connections to others, in order to progress in the mainstream world he lives in and
to use this information as a means to generate power for himself through making
money. Ruling the Ascendant, the money he makes can equal freedom to act in any
ways he feels or desires. Mercury here can also equate to the Soul’s desire to dig deep
within the psyche in order to understand what makes him tick so to speak and figure
out who he really is. In the 8th in Aries, he will have the tendency to merge with
others who can open doors for him and possibly invest in his ventures, especially
with the opposition to Pluto which reflects the evolutionary intention of
metamorphosing the way he uses his Mercury function itself.
Pluto/Mercury shows a desire within his Soul to eliminate outmoded ways of
thinking, concepts or ideas he has that are no longer serving an evolutionary purpose
for his Soul’s growth. This can indicate that, at key periods in his life, he will
experience intense confrontations with others in order to force him to let go of these
outmoded and obsolete ways of using his logical mind; he may have the tendency to
confront those who oppose him and will desire to dominate and pioneer in whatever
field he chooses to operate in. Relative to the 2nd house Scorpio stellium, it will be
obvious that these confrontations will be about that which he values, and in his life
he has chosen to be in the area of big business as his Soul has identified what is of
value to the collective conscious with the trine from Mercury to Neptune in
Capricorn in the 4th house, money which equals power and security or the potential
to act freely. The ability to act freely is very important and highly valued for this Soul
as is shown by the amount of new phase conjunctions in the 2nd house and the ruler
of his Ascendant, Mercury in Aries. Also, it’s quite possible that in the current life he
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may feel somewhat entrapped by the very nature of the reality he has created,
entrapped by those whom he must merge with, by the magnitude of his own business
and technological ventures and by the commitments these require.
Others with whom he has had to unite with, in order to fulfill the 8th house desire
to ground and own his power, may have ulterior motives of their own and therefore
he may find himself serving the needs and desires of others who are more powerful
than he is. Also, within his own Soul, there can be intense memories of the loss of
life due to similar dynamics in which others turned on him because he was not
interested in being a team player and desired to go his own way when he wasn’t as
powerful as he thought or believed. With that Scorpio stellium in the 2nd house,
there are many potential scenarios of power struggles with others and, when we add
Mercury in opposition in the 8th, conjunct Lucifer and trine Neptune, there can be
many dynamics or experiences relative to deception, in order to gain power and
influence, where he is either victim or perpetrator in alternate roles throughout his
Soul’s journey.
Better Be Honest

The yod from Pluto/Neptune to his Chiron in the 9th house, which is also conjunct
his North Node in Gemini and in an applying conjunction to his Sun in Taurus,
seems to reflect the need for truth and honesty at all costs relative to how he uses
information and how he communicates. This is to be brought into conscious
awareness as the Sun rules the current life purpose. Whenever he acts in ways that
reflect duplicity and dishonesty, he will find himself in crisis situations just as he did
at various times when he tweaked the Facebook program to reveal more information
about people’s privacy. He was pushing the limits of what information he could
access and retrieve from others, which led to crisis of others revolting against his
actions and forcing him to acknowledge these abuses of power and to apologize
publicly for them, which he did on various occasions. Chiron’s conjunction to the
Sun shows that utter honesty is something he will need to integrate painstakingly into
the current life as something important and of value to his life’s purpose. It won’t be
enough to have power and money just for power’s sake. Within his own Soul is the
desire to heal from past abuses relative to information, honesty, duplicity,
communication etc., that led to wounding himself and others, and with the Sun in
Taurus in the 9th house, it can be achieved through the development of values based
on truth and honesty and the value/preservation of Nature and life in general.
Creativity and Intelligence

South Node of Neptune in the 5th house, the Soul has desired to express its creativity
in new and unique ways as viewed from the collective conscious/unconscious, and
ways that reflected its core individuality. Within this dynamic, he would desire to be
acknowledged as special for his accomplishments or creations, thus having a need
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for feedback to serve this purpose. He would also desire to be in charge of his own
destiny, possibly above external authority of any kind and even be in charge of the
destiny of others in society. With the ruler of Neptune’s South Node, Uranus in
Sagittarius in the 3rd house, there was the desire to gain knowledge and information
in order to actualize the desire for creative self-actualization. This knowledge would
allow him to develop his intelligence to a high level, to develop his rational mind and
his intuitive mind at the same time, thus developing a certain degree of balance
between both hemispheres in his brain. The type of knowledge he would be
interested in would be that of technology, religion, travel, communication, all forms
of education that could enhance his ability to impact on the collective via his new
revolutionary ideas (Aquarius plus Uranus in the 3rd in Sagittarius). Further, he
would be liberating from any ideas that didn’t fit his own personal evolution and
perspective or reflect his core values as seen in the Pluto 2nd house bottom line and
desire to integrate into the collective his own unique and creative or individualized
ideas and opinions.
Unity For All

With Neptune in Capricorn in the 4th house, he would come into this life
idealistically desiring to dissolve any barriers that separate people from one another.
He would desire for himself and others to feel at home in the world and connected
to their environment; for this he would believe (Jupiter in Capricorn) in the system
as a social structure that was able to satisfy the security needs of the collective. The
new phase conjunction between Jupiter/Neptune shows there can be potential
innocence in these beliefs as he pursues and acts upon them instinctively. This
energy, to me, reflects his need for a personality with total integrity. Also potentially
to wanting to be-friend the whole world as one big human family that is
interconnected electronically, via his creative venture and invention or even “baby,”
Facebook. 5th house South Node of Neptune with natal Neptune in the 4th house
in Capricorn.
Neptune in the 4th house relative to the South Node of Neptune in the 5th in
Aquarius, his desire to connect the world through his social/economic/political
influence and authority. Neptune in the 4th, self-image based on his own status and
worldly influence, ability to build. Self-image intertwined directly with his social selfrole and ambitions. Dreams of being the leader. Desire and dreams of ultimate
security based on a perfect social system. Influence over the intimate personal lives
of others coming from his past of having great power and authority. Possibly a
creative genius in past lives due to South Node of Neptune in 5th in Aquarius which
led to him desiring to help others in relation to living their lives more equally etc.,
which then led to the desire to give access to knowledge and education, religious
education or the right to be free to choose their own religion or cosmological beliefs,
or freedom to travel (Uranus in the 3rd in Sagittarius). In the current life with
Neptune in Capricorn, relative to these past dynamics and evolutionary level of
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awareness, the Soul would desire to unify all countries and people under one
socio/political/economic system, Capricorn, relative to the Scorpio stellium in the
2nd house.
Real Objectivity

With the Ruler of the North Node of Neptune in the 11th house in Leo, Mark
Zuckerberg will develop/evolve his consciousness by learning to be objective about
his own creative endeavors and ultimately desire to develop a life purpose that could
serve the collective in order to help it transform and evolve. His spiritual evolution
seems to be linked with the collective’s need to learn how to develop the principle
of living a life with purpose and creativity. The Sun, which rules the North Node of
Neptune being in Taurus in the 9th house shows that he will need to develop an
honest relationship to himself and the cosmos in order to relate to others in a
positive, constructive way that can promote the spiritual evolution he and the
collective desire and need. This placement, relative to the North Node of Neptune,
shows that in order to help humanity evolve, he will need to value himself as a being
that is connected to something larger than what his senses can perceive, that he will
need to develop a deeper value system and connection to the world or universe, that
he will ultimately find meaning in helping others in all sorts of socio/economic
circumstances.
It’s possible that in a distorted sense and expression, he may find himself amongst
the power elite. This elite, if motivated by greed and self-interest, as many elite power
groups are, will have the effect of shocking him and disillusioning him in order to set
him back on the right track, as deep within his Soul is the desire for real values, for
values of the deepest kind possible with the Scorpio/Taurus axis so highly
emphasized relative to his EA station. In this evolutionary stage, the Soul is
attempting to express its truest sense of individuality and will not bow down to the
values of others; the Soul will progressively lose interest in all sorts of egocentric
senses of grandeur as it approaches the 1st stage spiritual and, on the way, will begin
to be extremely objective of its own egocentric needs that are not truly necessary
anymore. The “I” in the equation will be rebelled against as the Soul is so objective
and desires to improve, especially with a Virgo Ascendant. There will be a natural
tendency to be self-conscious to the point of not liking the “I am,” “I need,” “I this
and I that.” Therefore, he will be developing humility in this stage of his evolution.
Information at the Touch of All Fingertips but at what Price?

Another dynamic relative to the collective conscious/unconscious is the fact that he
has the desire to evolve it by giving internet access to as much of the world’s
population, even those who are very poor, for a very affordable price. This reflects
the desire for a world system all interconnected as we have seen by his Neptune and
Uranus placements plus the Sun in the 9th house in Taurus, plus it’s good business
for him and his 2nd/8th house bottom line subconscious and not so subconscious
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compulsion to generate income. It seems he is actually contributing to the speeding
up of the flow of information that is shared between people, thus effecting the
evolution of the collective conscious/unconscious by vastly augmenting the flow of
digital information and accelerating it at an exponential rate. This is seen by his
Uranus in the 3rd house relative to the South Node of Neptune in the 5th house via
his creation of Facebook and other sites such as Internet.org, by the North Node of
Neptune in the 11th house and the Sun which is its ruler in the 9th house of
expansion and foreign lands which, relative to Neptune in the 4th house in
Capricorn, is a way to implement his dreams of the system that connects people. Of
course, the flip side of all this is the vast amount of power that he and others in
similar situations such as Google or other corporations and Governments can have
over people with highly efficient technologies at controlling the world’s population
for their own benefit. In this quote on Facebook from Julian Assange, the Wikileaks
founder, he also mentions yahoo and Google as acting in similar ways. This RT.com
news interview was videotaped and published on its site:
Facebook in particular is the most appalling spying machine that has
ever been invented. Here we have the world’s most comprehensive
database about people, their relationships, their names, their
addresses, their locations and the communications with each other,
their relatives, all sitting within the United States, all accessible to
U.S. intelligence.
Everyone should understand that when they add their friends to
Facebook, they are doing free work for United States intelligence
agencies in building this database for them.
What about the Future?

Relative to the collective conscious/unconscious and the evolution of consciousness
itself for mankind in the present and near future, when people like Zuckerberg push
for a technological advancement of these proportions, what will happen is that we
will truly all be connected with one another and have information about everyone’s
personal lives and their Aunt, but this connection is via the internet, in contrast to
the potential we all have to be connected with one another through our own inner
nets. We humans have immense inner potential that is dumbed down due to the
disconnected and distorted lifestyles we share. We are disconnected from our own
truth in essence, from Nature, from God and from one another. We are relying each
time more on technology and the internet to communicate with one another as we
can see with the huge rise in smart phones, and in the near future will begin to merge
man and machine, turning humankind into cyborgs. Cyborgs under the control of
corporations such as Facebook or Google or Coca Cola. As man and the machine
merge at an increasing rate, there will be, on the one hand in the collective
conscious/unconscious, the desire to surrender to whatever is being implemented in
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society (Neptune in Pisces) as so many people simply feel overwhelmed by the reality
on Earth at the present as experienced by the corporate takeover of the planet with
Pluto in Capricorn.
The merging with the machine will accelerate to unimaginable proportions as Pluto
enters Aquarius, unless the collective starts to wake up to what is happening via
objective awareness, and we desire to evolve in more naturally oriented and united
ways. By the time Uranus enters Gemini, the digital and technological advancements
will be so great that children will possibly already have some sort of nano chips
directly implemented into their brains in order to be connected to the internet from
birth or even while still in the womb. I know it may sound like a stretch but mankind
truly is merging with technology at a fast rate; just calculate how many hours on
average we spend on a computer, tablet or smart phone as opposed to how
disconnected we lived from all these technologies some 20 or 30 years ago. Facebook
and other technologies that are in the hands of the corporations and other power
elites around the globe, have the power to affect the collective in ways that have not
been heard of before and are accelerating at an astonishing rate.
This also gives the collective the longing (Neptune) to return to simple ways of life,
to return to that which is true and real from an ultimate point of view, as people get
disillusioned with the emptiness of digital media and the ipod, iphone, ipad lifestyles,
where the “I” is really a form of getting people to identify their egos with their “digital
media and identities” in order for people to consume and therefore feed these
corporations. One cannot smell a digital flower or make digital food and people will
hopefully understand the trade-off of being sucked into this type of lifestyle when
Nature and real life are the real deal and so much better for us. The North Node of
Neptune in the 11th house in Leo in this chart example is ultimately about humanity
and giving to humanity what it needs without any or minimal self-interest on his part.
To spiritualize through liberating from delusions of grandeur, a need to be
acknowledged as special as it moves away from the 5th house, and to use his creative
potential for the benefit and evolution of Mankind as an integral part of Nature,
respecting Natural law since the ruler, the Sun is in Taurus in the 9th house.
Evolution

Relative to his Pluto polarity point in Taurus in the 8th house, his Soul’s intended
evolutionary path is that of continuing to evolve his value system by penetrating to
the core of his own Soul’s attachments. Scorpio is all about evolution itself through
metamorphosing its limitations based on subconscious security needs and its
attachments, which need to be confronted as they limit the Soul’s evolution. With
this intense configuration, the Soul may have within itself a paradox. The paradox of
desiring to move forward and grow, and the desire to stay fixed in its ways to the
bitter end as it can be subconsciously insecure of change itself. In his case, it would
seem to imply that for evolution to proceed, he would have to learn to give up on all
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he had, all the riches and all the power or at least willing to let go of all these things
that were so important to him by finding out why he developed the desire to acquire
so much, which can be out of fear in the first place. To analyze how the attachment
to these things cause extreme pain and insecurity, the insecurity of loss.
Still got some Reviewing and Rebelling to do

All outer planets plus Mars are Rx. All Rx planets are either in the 2nd or 4th houses,
indicating that in this life he will be reviewing dynamics relative to his personal
security as an emotional and vulnerable individual in the material world. It correlates
to his ultimate search for security from within and how this search will affect his core
values. It correlates to how he will need to figure these things out for himself and
will not allow himself to be too influenced by others in order to understand these
dynamics.
Light and Darkness

With Lucifer on the Pluto Polarity Point, relative to the North Node of Neptune in
Leo in the 11th house and the Pluto axis being square the Nodal axis of Neptune, it
seems possible that he could channel the Source’s light to the world by choosing,
Pluto and all that Scorpio, to have the deepest values possible that promote LIFE as
seen by the Sun which rules the North Node of Neptune, in Taurus in the 9th house.
He could, in a flash of the Sources light, have an insight that would allow him to
understand the bondage and karmic implications of making the wrong choices and
adhering to greed and similar dynamics relative to power, and choose to put others
before him with the polarity point of Lucifer in the 1st house in Libra, in order to
serve humanity to the best of his creative and potential abilities (Leo/11th), while at
the same time dissolving so much of the emotional repression that is in his emotional
body as seen by Saturn on the Moon in Scorpio, Jupiter and Neptune in Capricorn
in the 4th house and the South Nodes of Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto in the 4th house
in Capricorn. These symbols reveal the potential for huge insecurities and an
emotional nature that potentially is highly repressed and traumatized, which is in
need of healing the wounds that the Patriarchal takeover of the planet has caused to
his Soul. Further, we can see the trauma signature in recent past lives with Uranus
on the South Node of the Moon and with the current life Moon square the Nodal
Axis of Neptune in Aquarius. With Sagittarius on the cusp of the 4th house and
Neptune/Jupiter in the 4th, it seems to reflect a desire to really open up emotionally
in this life and free himself from feelings of guilt, insecurities or a negative self-image,
in order to heal and simply be who he truly is.
To close, I’d like to say that this Soul seems to be in a powerful position to do great
things in order to push the collective in the direction of the light, or to betray billions
of people and have a spiritual downfall in which he succumbs to dark forces. Choose
wisely and you will be rewarded with love, Mark Zuckerberg, loads of it!
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Comment from Rad

Because of the Soul story of Zuckerberg that you have provided, I would like to
share with you, and all those who read this, that in the recent prior life history of his
Soul he was also Johannes Gutenberg.
Skywalker

Thank you so much for revealing who Zuckerberg was. It is so interesting that he
was Johannes Gutenberg. For those who are reading and don’t know who Gutenberg
was, Wikipedia states:
He was a German blacksmith, goldsmith, printer, and publisher who
introduced printing to Europe. His invention of mechanical movable
type printing started the Printing Revolution and is widely regarded
as the most important event of the modern period. It played a key
role in the development of the Renaissance, Reformation, the Age
of Enlightenment, and the Scientific Revolution and laid the material
basis for the modern knowledge-based economy and the spread of
learning to the masses.
All of this fits in so well with his South Node of the Moon in the 3rd house, conjunct
Uranus and how he is re-living conditions relative to the flow of information!
And here, relative to his Pluto in the 2nd house inconjunct Chiron and the North
Node of the Moon (from Wikipedia):
Sometime in 1456, there was a dispute between Gutenberg and Fust,
and Fust demanded his money back, accusing Gutenberg of
misusing the funds. Meanwhile the expenses of the Bible project had
proliferated, and Gutenberg’s debt now exceeded 20,000 guilders.
Fust sued at the archbishop’s court. A November 1455 legal
document records that there was a partnership for a “project of the
books,” the funds for which Gutenberg had used for other purposes,
according to Fust. The court decided in favor of Fust, giving him
control over the Bible printing workshop and half of all printed
Bibles.
(Q) For my own and the curiosity of others, was Mark Zuckerberg actually Roman
or Greek and in positions of great power in his past?
Also, relative to his South Node/Uranus conjunction and him reliving dynamics
relative to inventions, information, technology, communication etc. The life of
Gutenberg was 700 years ago, and he is still living out similar dynamics. Would this
be because there have been relatively few lives in between then and now, or is it just
that evolution is so darn slow?
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(A) Yes, he did have former lives in Greece and Rome, and social positions of high
power and status. You can see this through the prism of geodetics by way of his
Mercury conjunct Lucifer in Aries in his 8th House, and his Neptune and Jupiter
being in Capricorn in his 4th House. The Lucifer symbol in his context is quite
interesting to ponder/consider relative to how his Soul has manifested from that
time.
And, sadly yes, it’s because evolution for most Souls is so darn slow.
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NEPTUNE: WHISPERS FROM ETERNITY by Jeffrey Wolf Green
is a groundbreaking book that explains all the core archetypes that correlate with
Neptune, Pisces, and the 12th House. It starts with the core archetypes of
consciousness and the structure of the Soul within consciousness in human form.
A specific astrological paradigm is presented that allows the reader to understand
the core structure of any Soul’s consciousness.
The natural evolution of the Soul’s consciousness is then discussed relative to the
four natural evolutionary states or conditions for it to be within, and how the
individual Soul consciousness is given a specific identity in each life by way of the
egocentric structure that the Soul creates for its ongoing evolutionary needs.
All the additional core archetypes are discussed such as the inner directions from
the Source of the Soul, God/ess, “whispers from eternity” that attempt to direct
the Soul in its evolutionary needs, the sense and need for ultimate meaning in
one’s life, delusions and illusions, what can be called the ‘god complex,’
deceptions, the collective consciousness and unconsciousness and each
individual Soul’s relationship to that, various types of instability of the Soul’s
consciousness such as schizophrenia, dreams and what types, hope and
hopelessness, faith, miracles, the various types of wounding of the Soul, purity,
innocence, victimization, scapegoating, the power of imagination, psychic
phenomena, a discussion of Neptune’s lower octave, Venus, and how this
correlates to the essential needs of the Soul in relationships, the transit of
Neptune in Pisces, and a natural way that is provable to create a super-conscious
state within yourself that allows for a perception, knowing, of the Manifest and
Un-manifested Creation: God.
Each one of these archetypes is exampled by way of birth charts, actual case histories,
that contributors on the Evolutionary Astrology message board have submitted that will
give you, as the reader, a ‘hands on’ feel and understanding of how to apply Evolutionary
Astrology in your own life, the life of your friends and
lovers, and your clients if you are a practicing
astrologer.

THIS IS YOUR LIVING EXPERIENCE OF NEPTUNE!
THIS IS NEPTUNE’S CONSCIOUSNESS. RIGHT
NOW, AND IN EVERY OTHER MOMENT IN TIME.
THIS IS THE NATURAL TRIAD OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SYMBOLIZED BY THE MOON, YOUR EGO; PLUTO,
YOUR SOUL; AND NEPTUNE ITSELF: YOUR
INDIVIDUALIZED CONSCIOUSNESS.

